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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Introduction  

Climate change is a contentious and politicized issue. The increase and buildup in 

greenhouse gas emissions are causing changes to the global climate and environment, mainly, by 

increasing the average global temperature. Climate change refers to the consequences of this 

buildup of greenhouse gases and the resulting “atmospheric changes connected directly or 

indirectly to human activities.”1 These changes caused by unsustainable industries, global 

pollution, and increasing population have massive political implications. Not only will climate 

change impact the environment, it will also impact the economic wellbeing of nations, the 

economic wellbeing of their citizens, people’s health and many more facets of everyday life. 

Geographic location and poverty can further compound the issue creating severe repercussions 

on the global population. International agreements are negotiated with the intention of mitigating 

the effects of the changing environment.  

 For Canada, the changing climate means a need to formulate a policy approach that meets 

both the international agreements and be acceptable to various domestic groups. Canada has 

pursued a number of diverse approaches to climate change and environmental policy. The 

current Trudeau government is pushing for an international climate change agreement by signing 

the Paris Agreement, and meeting with the premiers of the provinces to discuss climate change. 

The Paris Agreement is a legally binding international agreement set to address climate change 

                                                           
1 Harris, Paul G. “Introduction: the global politics of climate change” in The Politics of Climate Change: 

Environmental Dynamics in International Affairs ed. Paul G. Harris (New York, NY: Routledge, 2009) 2  
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and limit greenhouse gas emissions. Trudeau has stated that the intention of Canada is to take a 

leadership role internationally on addressing climate change.2 The stated/ostensible goal of the 

Trudeau government is to mitigate climate change by becoming an international leader and by 

implementing policies at the domestic level.  

 The Trudeau government differs from its predecessors in climate/foreign policy.  The 

Chrétien government saw Canada in terms of its role in the international community, while the 

Harper government took a more domestic approach. As this thesis will show, the Chrétien 

government sought to sign the Kyoto Protocol to maintain international influence. The Harper 

government withdrew from the Kyoto Protocol to pursue domestic environmental policies, rather 

than international. There is a relationship between the international and domestic politics. The 

Chrétien and Harper governments still considered Canada’s international role. The Chrétien 

government wanted to remain an important actor in the international community. The Harper 

government wanted to show that Canada could mitigate climate change without the Kyoto 

Protocol, with a domestic approach. The Chrétien and Harper governments had different 

ideological positions on climate change but these differing positions are not sufficient enough to 

explain their differing approaches to climate change policy. Despite their ideological differences, 

both the Chrétien and Harper governments pursued environmental policy. Therefore, it is 

necessary to look at other influences that impacted the direction that they took. Each one of these 

governments’ approaches was influenced by domestic politics. The goals, pursuits, and 

objectives of a state as determined by the government make up the national interest. The national 

interest, as the Chrétien government viewed it, was in coordinating an international response to 

                                                           
2 Trudeau, Justin. “Canada’s National Statement at COP21” Speech. Nov. 30, 2015. 

http://pm.gc.ca/eng/news/2015/11/30/canadas-national-statement-cop21 (accessed April 12, 2016) 

http://pm.gc.ca/eng/news/2015/11/30/canadas-national-statement-cop21
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climate change. Therefore, the Chrétien government focused on the international approach that 

included negotiating the Kyoto Protocol. The Harper government viewed the environmental 

policy and the national interest as the need to pursue a domestic approach. This domestic 

approach to policy would mean that Canada could create and control its own policies and create 

a voluntary implementation program and could protect the economy from the burden of 

mandatory environmental measures. There is a gap between the environmental policies pursued, 

both international and domestic policies, and their implementation.3 The Chrétien government 

pursued international agreements but failed to meet the requirements of the agreements and 

produce an implementation strategy. The key variable in the negotiation, ratification and 

implementation of climate change and environmental policies by the Chrétien and Harper 

governments is domestic politics.  

This thesis will argue that, despite differences in policy and approach, the Chrétien and 

Harper governments have implemented climate change policy based on the pressures of domestic 

organization, institutions and individuals. These domestic constituents shape how the 

government views the national interest and therefore, the formulation and implementation of 

policy. The policy directions that the government takes are influenced by its view of the national 

interest. The thesis will do so by examining governments of different political parties that, while 

approaching climate change for diverse perspectives, nonetheless established their strategies on 

the basis of various political interests. The thesis will show how climate change policy in Canada 

                                                           
3 See. Eugene Lee and Anthony Perl., eds., The Integrity Gap: Canada’s Environmental Policy and Institutions, 

Vancouver, BC: UBC Press, 2003.  
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demonstrates the key variable of domestic politics as a determinant in the formulation of an 

environmental policy position. 

1.2 Methodology 

The research presented will examine mainly primary and secondary sources. The primary 

sources will provide a comparative analysis based on government documents, speeches, policies, 

and party platforms. These documents are indicative of how the government publically views the 

national interest and the priorities of that government. They indicate a disconnect between 

government discourse and the actual policy implementation. It will also examine various 

political institutions through which the government is influenced. These institutions consist of 

governmental departments, parliament, cabinet, and provincial governments. It will also look at 

other influences such as interest groups, business coalitions, and public opinion. Through these 

sources, one can understand the differences between the Chrétien and Harper governments. 

These sources will indicate how the Chrétien and Harper governments made decisions based on 

domestic constraints, and how these constraints translated into different environmental policies.    

The secondary sources, such as newspaper articles and journal articles, will provide 

background information on the politics of climate change, environmental policies in Canada, 

government decision-making, and the levels of analysis theory. These sources provide the basis 

for the comparative analysis. They situate the analysis within the greater discussion on 

environmental policy and government decision-making. For example, how climate change 

affects Canada, and the importance of natural resources on the Canadian economy. Allison and 

Zelikow models of government decision-making and Putnam’s levels of analysis provide the 

fundamental substance to which the comparative case study is examined.  
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This thesis applies Graham Allison and Philip Zelikow’s rational actor model, organizational 

model and governmental politics model.4 Allison and Zelikow’s Essence of Decision provides an 

analysis of the decision-making behind the Cuban missile crisis of October 1962. They look at 

the foreign policy decisions made by the United States government by President Kennedy and 

the USSR government. Allison and Zelikow state that in understanding foreign policy decisions, 

one must understand the domestic political actors.  

Treating national governments as if they were centrally coordinated, purposive 

individuals provides a useful short-hand for understanding policy choices and 

actions. But this simplification – like all simplifications – obscures as well as reveals. 

In particular, it obscures the persistently neglected fact of government: the 

“decisionmaker” of national policy is obviously not one calculating individual but is 

rather a conglomerate of large organizations and political actors.5      

. There is a difference between the state, as the singular political actor, and government. As 

Allison and Zelikow explain, the government is made up of many domestic constituents, such as 

organizations, institutions, interest groups and individuals. The same approach made here in 

analyzing the decisions made during the Cuban missile crisis can be applied to governments’ 

positions on climate change. In Essence of Decision, Allison and Zelikow seek to answer a 

number of questions on how states acted during the Cold War and Cuban missile crisis. The 

decisions made by the United States government during the Cuban Missile Crisis can be applied 

to the Canadian governments’ decisions on climate change. The United States government faced 

a number of international and domestic pressures on the appropriate response to the missile 

crisis. Similarly, the Canadian government faced pressures to formulate and implement 

appropriate responses to climate change. While these situations are vastly different, the analysis 

                                                           
4 Allison, Graham and Philip Zelikow. Essence of Decision: Explaining the Cuban Missile Crisis, 2nd ed. (New 

York, NY: Longman, 1999). 

 
5 Ibid, 3. 
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that Allison and Zelikow take to uncover the decision making process can be applied to climate 

change. This thesis will take the theory applied to the Cuban Missile Crisis to illustrate how the 

Canadian government makes decisions based on domestic influences. The important thing to 

note is that the theoretical approach that was applied to the Cuban Missile Crisis by Allison and 

Zelikow can be applied to almost any situation in which the government must make a decision. 

The different contexts in which these theories are applied shows how versatile these theories are. 

As stated, for a better understanding on government decision making Allison and Zelikow’s 

theories break down an expansive and complicated topic. Both the Cuban Missile Crisis and the 

implementation of environmental policies involve a number of interested political actors and 

involve a complex issue.  

Allison and Zelikow argue that analysis using the rational actor model explains behaviour of 

national governments and to show “how the nation of government could have chosen to act as it 

did, given the strategic problems it faced.”6 The organizational and governmental politics models 

“provide a base for improved explanations.”7 Applying the same models to climate change 

policy in Canada, we can illustrate how differing Canadian government approached the problem 

of climate change. It is these “strategic problems” that this thesis seeks to highlight and analyze 

as potential influences in the formulation and implementation of climate change policy. The 

public is often made aware of the policies pursued by the government but rarely the determining 

factors that influence the direction the government takes. We usually see the result, rather than 

                                                           
6 Ibid, 4.  
 
7 Ibid, 5.  
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the process. Applying Allison and Zelikow’s three models of government will help examine the 

decision-making process in climate change policy.   

 The rational actor model will outline how government makes decisions based on their 

interpretation of the national interest. The organizational model paradigms will outline how sub-

state actors compete to influence how the government views the national interest and therefore 

determines the approach to environmental policy. The governmental politics paradigm illustrates 

how individual bargaining within the government and organizations influence the formulation of 

policy. In the case of environmental policy, particularly the Kyoto Protocol, the government 

makes policy decisions based on the influences of domestic politics. Furthermore, the analysis 

will apply Robert Putnam’s levels of analysis theory to Canada’s policies.8 The levels of analysis 

theory is based on the idea that the state “must be concerned simultaneously with domestic and 

international pressures.”9 Political pressures from both the international and domestic sphere can 

influence the policy approach of a state. Putnam asserts that each state bargaining at the 

international level seeks to maximize its position to satisfy the national interest. At the domestic 

level, sub-state actors and constituents seek to influence the policies adopted by the 

government.10 As a theory, it allows an examination of the interplay between domestic pressures 

that are brought to bear on international issues such as climate change. This theory will provide 

an understanding of how bargaining among interest groups, organizations and other sub-state 

actors influence the negotiation, ratification and implementation of international agreements. 

Allison and Zelikow`s models will outline how governments make decisions based on domestic 

                                                           
8 Putnam, Robert D. “Diplomacy and Domestic Politics: The Logic of Two-Level Games” in International 

Organization. Vol. 42 No. 3 (1988).  

 
9 Ibid, 431. 

  
10 Ibid, 434. 
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politics. Putnam`s levels of analysis theory will analyze how government decisions, based on 

domestic bargaining affect international agreements. Through this analysis, it will be shown that 

the formulation of policy approaches is largely influenced by ideological interpretations of the 

national interest. A number of key assumptions on government decision-making will be 

addressed. The first assumption is that governments vary in their approach to policy formulation 

both in the international and domestic political spheres. To highlight this issue, a comparative 

analysis of the Chrétien and Harper governments will be undertaken. The next assumption is that 

the variation in approaches is largely influenced by domestic politics. Applying the theoretical 

framework to the Chrétien and Harper governments allows for the understanding of domestic 

determinants. More specifically, the theories will illustrate how bargaining between domestic 

constituents (organizations, interest groups, and individuals) influence the governments’ 

international policy approach.  

International influences can also be a factor in influencing government policy approach. As 

this thesis illustrates, domestic influences cannot be isolated from international influences. The 

United States, for example, can influence the government’s decision-making through the 

economic relationship they have with Canada. While this thesis primarily examines the domestic 

influences, there are also international influences that can be present. The argument here is that 

by examining the domestic influences, we can see how it translates into international action. The 

levels of analysis theory indicates the interconnectedness of domestic and international 

negotiations in formulating policy. 
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 1.3 Outline of Thesis  

Chapter Two consists of a literature review and analysis, and will discuss three main bodies 

of literature. The first section outlines the literature involving theoretical approaches to 

government decision-making, including Allison and Zelikow’s rational actor model, 

organizational model, and the governmental politics paradigm, as well as Putnam’s levels of 

analysis theory. Allison and Zelikow’s models involve an analysis of government decision-

making, more specifically, how domestic politics determine the choices the state makes.  

Putnam’s levels of analysis theory outlines how the bargaining among domestic constituents 

translates into the national interest and therefore, international policies. These approaches will be 

the focus of the analysis. This section will also address other theories based on the interaction of 

domestic and international politics. For example, Susanne Lohmann and James Rosenau both 

describe the levels of analysis in terms of linkage politics.11 Lohmann explains that to properly 

understand international agreements, one must look at the underlying domestic politics.12 

Rosenau also argues that domestic politics plays an important role in understanding international 

agreements. He states that the negotiations in one political sphere influence the negotiations in 

another; that both the domestic and international spheres are linked and react to the other.13 

Another theory that illustrates the relationship between the domestic and international is what 

George Tsebelis describes as nested games.14 The state as a political actor is involved with a 

                                                           
11 See Lohmann, Susanne. “Linkage Politics” in The Journal of Conflict Resolution. Vol. 41 No.1 (1997) and 

Rosenau, James N. “Toward the Study of National – International Linkages” in Linkage Politics: Essays on the 

Convergence of National and International Systems. ed. James Rosenau. (New York, NY: The Free Press, 1969). 

 
12 Lohmann, Linkage Politics, 41, 59-60. 

 
13 Rosenau, Toward the Study of National-International Linkages, 45 

 
14 Tsebelis, George. Nested Games: Rational Choice in Comparative Politics. (Berkeley, CA: University of 

California Press, 1990).  
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number of coinciding agreements and negotiations at both the domestic and international level. 

These negotiations, or games, are all connected. All these approaches indicate that both the 

domestic and international political spheres are closely linked and it is important to look at the 

domestic influences in order to understand how the Chrétien and Harper governments took 

different approaches to climate change policy.     

The next section will examine the literature outlining the politics of climate change. Finally, 

the third section will look provide a background on Canada’s climate change policies and the 

issues that Canada faces in addressing climate change. It will focus mainly on the Kyoto Protocol 

as much of the literature addressing climate change policy focuses on this agreement. Examining 

the Kyoto Protocol will also set the foundation for the following analysis as a large part will 

address this agreement.  

Chapter Three consists of the comparative case study. This thesis will examine the climate 

change policies of both the Chrétien and Harper governments. The analysis will apply the 

rational actor model, organizational model, governmental politics model and levels of analysis 

theory to the Chrétien and Harper governments’ approach to climate change policy. Allison and 

Zelikow’s rational actor model will look at government decision-making based on cost-benefit 

analysis. Applying this to the Chrétien and Harper governments will show that both made 

decisions that increased the benefits for the state, in what they viewed as the national interest, 

while decreasing the costs. There are various policy approaches that the government has to 

pursue in contradiction to the national interest. Despite this, the government still weighs the costs 

and benefits, and considers the national interest in the decision making process. This will 

primarily be analysed through an economic framework. There are other frameworks to approach 

the question of climate change policy and government decision making. For example, looking at 
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the different ideological difference between the Chrétien and Harper governments. An 

institutional framework can help analyse how Canadian institutions influence the government’s 

decision making ability. There are many frameworks that can be applied to the analysis of the 

influences of government decision making. The economic framework provides a much more 

thorough explanation for the formulation of climate change policy as it is often discussed in 

opposition to the environment. Economics also take up a large portion of the government’s 

agenda and therefore the national interest. As stated, there are other frameworks to analyse the 

process of government decision making and the formulation of climate change policy. However, 

economics is so central to the environment that the two cannot be separated. Any sort of 

environmental policy needs to have economic provisions. The organizational model will outline 

how the state is not a unitary actor and that domestic organizations influence the governments’ 

decisions. Each organization, institution, and interest group has its own view of what is in the 

national interest and the interest of its organization. By determining what their interests are, in 

pursuant of their goals, these domestic constituents can influence government decisions in order 

to maximize their benefits, while minimizing the costs. As in the case of public interest groups, 

the cost and benefit analysis does not always take an economic stance. These “citizen-based non-

governmental organizations” in some cases do not just consider the economic costs and benefits, 

but also the costs and benefits to society as a whole.15 This may be based on morals, altruism, or 

tradition. Allison and Zelikow’s governmental politics model looks at bargaining among these 

domestic organizations. Both the Chrétien and Harper governments were constrained by the 

                                                           
15 Phillips, Susan D. “Policy Analysis and the Voluntary Sector: Evolving Policy Styles” in Policy Analysis in 

Canada: The State of the Art. Ed. Michael Howlett, David H. Laycock, and Laurent Dobuzinskis. Toronto, Ont: 

University of Toronto Press, 2007 
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number of seats won in parliament, the constitutional powers of the provinces, and their own 

individual leadership roles. Finally, this chapter will apply Putnam’s levels of analysis theory to 

the climate change policies. This theory will show how domestic pressures determine the 

acceptable parameters of international agreements. In the case of the Chrétien government’s 

ratification of Kyoto Protocol, the parameters of the agreement fell within acceptable limits and 

the protocol was accepted. The Harper government concluded that the Kyoto Protocol was 

unacceptable and that the costs of pursuing the agreement were too great. Therefore, the 

government withdrew from the protocol.       

Chapter Four will provide an overview of the findings and the different themes discussed 

throughout the thesis. In addition, this section will outline some theoretical implications this 

study has for the broader understanding of foreign policy and climate change agreements. The 

research in this thesis can explain the difference in government approaches. Furthermore, the 

conclusion will address some possibilities for further research and some limitations. Further 

research can be done in other policy areas, such as security, trade, and economic development, to 

determine if domestic politics plays an equal role in influencing policy as it does with 

environmental agreements. The limitations of this study include the fact that it focuses on 

Canadian governments. Other states might have different pressures that influence their decisions 

and the course of action that they take may be different.    

 The following section will outline the three main bodies of literature to explain the 

foundation on which the analysis is based. It will discuss the wider body of literature on climate 

change and climate change politics. It will then outline Canada’s various positions on climate 

change policy and the implications these policies have on Canada. Finally, it will examine the 

theoretical foundation. These three bodies of literature will serve as the foundation for applying 
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both the Chrétien and Harper governments’ position on climate change policy and how domestic 

politics influenced their decisions.       

1.4 History of Canadian Climate Change  

Unmitigated climate change will have profound impact on Canada. These effects may 

include more frequent and severe forest fires, a decrease in glaciers and permafrost, warmer 

oceans, increase drought, poor soil conditions, flooding, heat waves, and health risks including 

allergies, and respiratory illnesses.16 This thesis does not provide an in-depth description of such 

impact of climate change on Canada. It focuses entirely on how the governments investigated 

and formulated climate change and environmental policy based on domestic politics and the 

national interest.  

The Mulroney government was among the first to address the issue of climate change with 

the “Green Plan” in 1990. Shortly after Mulroney’s retirement, in 1993, Jean Chrétien defeated 

Kim Campbell and was elected prime minister.17 The United Nations Framework Convention on 

Climate Change (UNFCC) was ratified by Canada in 1994, and would provide the foundation for 

the Kyoto Protocol. Progress on meeting the environmental reductions set by the convention was 

slow. Therefore negotiations to create a legally binding agreement were started in Kyoto, Japan 

in 1997.18 The Chrétien government was among those negotiating the Kyoto Protocol, which was 

                                                           
16 Bjorn, Andrew et al. Ratification of the Kyoto Protocol: A Citizen’s Guide to the Canadian Climate Change 

Policy Process. (Toronto, Ont.: Sustainable Toronto, 2002) 17-18. 

 
17 MacDonald, Douglas and Heather A. Smith.“Promises Made, Promises Broken: Questioning Canada’s 

Commitments to Climate Change” in Readings in Canadian Foreign Policy: Classic Debates and New Ideas. ed. 

Duane Bratt and Christopher J. Kukucha. (New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 2007) 358-360. 

 
18 Smith, Heather A. “Political Parties and Canadian Climate Change Policy” in International Journal. Vol. 64, No.1 

(2009) 49-50. 
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ratified by the House of Commons on 10 December 2002. The Martin government followed but 

largely continued on the same policy path as the Chrétien government. Canada continued its 

image as an international leader of climate change policy. The Martin government produced a 

“Project Green” plan, the intent of which was to educate the public on climate change and 

voluntarily reduce emissions.19 It was not until 2006 when Stephen Harper was elected that there 

was a shift in environmental policy. The Harper government would follow a “made-in-Canada” 

approach rather than an international one. Harper was very outspoken against the Kyoto Protocol 

and withdrew Canada from the agreement in 2011. The theory section will focus on the 

environmental policy and domestic influences of the Chrétien and Harper governments because 

they held office long enough to establish their position on climate change and to pursue and 

implement some form of policy. Kim Campbell was Prime Minister for less than a year, arguably 

not a sufficient time to negotiate and implement any environmental policy. Paul Martin, as Prime 

Minister, faced a difficult situation. He was became Prime Minister after Chrétien retired. In 

2004, Martin won the federal election with a minority government, but in 2006, a motion of no 

confidence was passed in parliament and another federal election was called. In 2006, Martin and 

the Liberal Party was defeated by Harper and the Conservatives. The Martin government was not 

in power long and faced numerous challenges by the Conservative Party of Canada, the Bloc 

Québécois and the New Democratic Party. Therefore, this thesis will not discuss the Martin 

government. Although the domestic influences of environmental policy would benefit from 

research into the Martin government, this thesis will focus solely on the Chrétien and Harper 

governments. These governments formed government for an extended period of time and were 

                                                           
19 Ibid, 56.  
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also in power at a time when climate change and environmental policy came to the attention of 

the public and therefore, required government response. 

This thesis provides a better understanding of why the environmental policies of different 

Canadian governments vary by looking at two examples. Domestic constituents, organizations, 

interest groups, and individuals, influence how the government interprets the national interest 

and in turn, this influences their approach to policy formulation and implementation. Knowledge 

of this influence will help people understand the impact behind the policy process and the 

decisions made by governments. The study will contribute to a broader understanding of the 

relationship between domestic and international politics. The governments’ approach to 

environmental policy is determined by the interpretation of the national interest. The national 

interest is largely determined by domestic politics, such as interest groups, businesses, provincial 

and civil governments, and individuals. How the government views the national interest is 

influenced by political bargaining and negotiation which happens at both the international and 

domestic levels. Bargaining involves numerous influences such as governmental departments 

and institutions, ideology, relationships with various interest groups, and public opinion. The 

research provided indicates that bargaining within the domestic sphere determines the policy 

approach.  

1.5 Background 

The determining factors of environmental and climate change policies are important to look 

at for a number of reasons. One reason is that climate change, as will be shown later in the thesis, 

requires a collective response from the international community. Ronald Mitchell argues that two 

factors make the environment international. The first is that environmental problems can occur 
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within a single country but are brought to the attention of citizens in the global community and 

they become concerned. The issue might not represent a problem within that state, for example 

the environmental problem might be a matter of culture or tradition such as the hunting of 

endangered animals. However, the global community and other states might not agree with it, 

and therefore, it becomes an international concern.  The second factor is that some environmental 

problems that occur within local and domestic areas require international cooperation such as 

bilateral and international agreements.20 It is largely through these two factors that domestic 

environmental issues become international. There are, of course, some environmental concerns 

that do not need international cooperation in order to be addressed. While these issues are purely 

domestic, this thesis is concerned with the mitigation of global climate change, and how 

domestic politics influence the government’s decision-making ability. The problem of climate 

change is not one that can be addressed through domestic politics alone. Addressing the issue of 

climate change requires consensus among states, on a wide range of economic, social and 

environmental issues.  

The domestic politics of individual states can have an impact on the international approach 

to mitigating climate change. Boardman states that “operating effectively outside national 

boundaries requires a solid and visible base of domestic activity.”21 This means that in order for 

an international issue like climate change to be addressed, there needs to be a stable domestic 

constituency. These individuals, organizations and businesses such as, governmental 

                                                           
20 Mitchell, Ronald B.  International Politics and the Environment. (London, UK: Sage Publishing, 2010) 24-25. 

 
21 Boardman, Robert. “The Multilateral Dimension: Canada and the United States” in Canadian Environmental 

Policy: Ecosystems, Politics, and Process, ed. Robert Boardman (New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 1992) 

227. 
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departments, ministers, interest groups, business and citizen coalitions, as well as the wider 

public provide the foundation on which foreign policy is adopted and implemented. These 

groups and individuals, influence the approach by limiting the choices the government has. By 

applying the rational actor, organizational, and governmental politics models, as well as the 

levels of analysis, we can see how these domestic constituents influence government decision-

making.  The implementation of environmental policies is, largely, the responsibility of domestic 

groups. Domestic groups that make up the state, influence the ability to bargain and implement 

international agreements. What is in the interest of domestic groups and constituents is translated 

as in the interest of the nation. This is why they play an important role in the formation of foreign 

policy.     

Allison and Zelikow mention the importance state structures and domestic politics hold in 

influencing the behaviour of governments. They argue that “state structures matter: the structure 

of their domestic governments and the values and views of their citizens affect their behavior in 

international affairs.”22  

The research on the domestic determinants will also highlight the fact that government is not 

a unitary actor. Although the state stands as a unitary actor in international negotiations, the 

federal government is responsible for negotiating international agreements, there are a number of 

domestic constituents that affect the negotiation. Sub-state actors can participate indirectly by 

lobbying governments and providing information needed during the negotiations, but ultimately 

the Canadian government is responsible for negotiation of international agreements. This thesis 

will outline the involvement of a number of domestic constituents in the influencing of 

                                                           
22 Allison and Zelikow, Essence of Decision, 39.  
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government decisions. It will look at how organizations, interest groups, provinces, and 

government departments all determine the government’s approach to climate change policy.           
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Chapter 2 

Theory and Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction  

This chapter of the thesis will provide an overview of three main bodies of literature. The             

first body of literature will focus on various theoretical approaches that demonstrate government 

decision-making and how domestic politics plays an influential role in determining the course of 

action a government can take. The literature will focus on Allison and Zelikow’s models, as well 

as Putnam’s levels of analysis. These theoretical approaches will be used in the comparative 

analysis of the case study. This section will also examine a number of other theories that 

contribute to an understanding of the formulation of policy.23 The international and domestic 

levels of policy formulation often have competing interests. What may be in the interest of one 

level, may not be in the best interest of the other. Both the domestic and international levels have 

organizations that have goals and interests that are pursued. These goals and interests may 

coincide or compete for attention in the national agenda. In this theoretical approach, the 

domestic level of politics is influential in the formulation and implementation of Canada’s 

climate change policy. The second body of literature will outline the politics of climate change 

and how climate change is problem that requires international efforts to mitigate. The section 

will describe how governments respond to climate change policy and the difficulty they face in 

mitigating a collective problem both individually and collectively. Finally, the section will look 

at how domestic politics and public opinion can shape the national interest and in turn, shape 
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how the government forms and implements environmental policies. The final body of literature 

will look specifically at Canada’s response to climate change and the various approaches 

Canadian governments have taken, including climate change policies and international 

agreements. The Kyoto Protocol was among the most important international agreement that 

Canada was party to. It will also highlight the important position Canada holds as an 

international leader and developed country, with vast natural resources. These vast natural 

resources available to Canadians means that climate change can have a profound impact as much 

of the economy is based on the usage of natural resources. Canada’s vast wilderness and diverse 

environments also means that climate change is perceptible and has the potential to impact the 

lives of Canadians. Many organizations, interest groups and individuals have an interest in the 

outcome of environmental policy formulated by the government. Therefore, they seek to 

influence the government’s approaches and thereby placing constraints on acceptable parameters 

of policy.     

2.2 Theoretical Approaches 

In Essence of Decision, Allison and Zelikow provide three different models. The first model 

is the rational actor model. This model is based on a number of assumptions. It assumes that the 

state is the primary actor and that the national government is strategic in calculating the choices 

and outcomes.24 Allison and Zelikow list the core concepts of the rational choice model as 

follows: goals and objectives, alternatives, consequences and choices. Goals and objectives are 

ranked in order of preferences. Then the actor chooses one of the alternatives from a particular 

situation while considering the side effects of each choice. Each alternative has a set of 
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consequences which must be considered. Choice is a result “simply of selecting that alternative 

whose consequences rank highest in the decision-maker’s payoff function.”25 The rational actor 

model is based not only on the actors’ cost-benefit analysis or their choices, but also what 

interests the actors wish to pursue and their readiness to take risks.26 This model views the 

government and nation as a unitary actor, therefore underplaying the roles of sub-state actors. 

The rational actor model is important in analysing the outcomes of policy formulation. It can 

enlighten the public on the direction the state wants to go, what the state deems as important and 

necessary to put on its agenda, and why the state chose to adopt a specific policy. It does not 

however provide insight into the negotiation process and the process of formulating the policy. 

The rational actor model is focused on the outcome, rather than the process leading up to that 

outcome. That outcome is what is most beneficial to the state and therefore in the national 

interest.  

The organizational model and governmental politics paradigm illustrate how domestic 

constituents and sub-state actors try to influence the government in order to achieve their goals 

and influence policy formulation. These groups try to influence how the government weighs the 

costs and benefits, thereby influencing the direction the government will go. For the purposes of 

this thesis, the rational actor model is important to look at as a consequence of bargaining among 

domestic political groups.    

The second model Allison and Zelikow discuss is organizational behaviour. According to 

the organizational model, the state is not a unitary actor (as presumed by the rational actor 
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model) and there are a number of smaller organizations that make up the state and whose goals 

and actions may differ. The idea of the state as a unitary actor assumes that there is a level of 

cohesion within the state and that the costs and benefits of decisions are calculated and then 

acted upon the choice that maximizes the benefit and minimizes the cost.27 Allison and Zelikow 

state that “[e]ach organization attends to a set of problems and acts in a quasi-independence on 

these problems. But few important issues fall exclusively within the domain of a single 

organization.”28 They further note that the organizational model does not mean that organizations 

lack central purposes but “rather that organizations participate meaningfully in a process in 

which several purposes are possible and preferred by nominal masters in the executive, 

legislative, or judicial branches of government.”29 Each branch of government will serve its own 

individual purpose. They will have their own goals, direction, and incentives. This is what is 

meant by several purposes. These branches all work within the larger governmental organization.  

There is still a hierarchy of influence and the executive, legislative, and judicial branches still 

determine the goals and purposes of the wider organization.   

The third model is defined as governmental politics. In this model, like the organizational 

model, the state is not a unitary actor but consists of a number of political players, who “act in 

terms of no consistent set of strategic objectives but rather according to various conceptions of 

national, organizational, and personal goals; players who make government decisions not by a 

single, rational choice but by the pulling and hauling that is politics.”30 The governmental 
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politics model goes beyond the state as a single rational actor and also the organizational politics 

model. It examines the government not only as a single actor that makes decisions as a cohesive 

unit but as number of individuals. These individuals within government all have their own goals 

and interests and belong to organizations and departments that also have their own goals and 

interests. Not only does the governmental politics model take account of the different 

organizations within the government but also the competing and bargaining between these 

organizations and individual actors to achieve their desired outcome.   

Allison and Zelikow’s models are based on Robert Putnam’s levels of analysis theory 

(which he termed the “Logic of two Level Games”) in which the assumption is made that the 

international and domestic levels of politics are interconnected. He states “at the national level, 

domestic groups pursue their interests by pressuring the government to adopt favorable foreign 

policies, and politicians seek power by constructing coalitions among these groups.”31 He adds 

that “at the international level, national governments seek to maximize their own ability to 

satisfy domestic pressures.”32 This means that any international negotiation or agreement, such 

as the Kyoto Protocol, is determined by domestic politics. Domestic politics and constituents 

apply pressure on the federal government to appease their demands. The government in the 

negotiations must consider the national interest while considering prestige and leverage at the 

international level. Therefore, there are two levels (or “games”) to the negotiations; the 

international level and the domestic level. The first level in negotiations is international 

bargaining which can lead to a potential agreement. The potential agreement is then discussed at 
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the second level; the domestic. At this level domestic politics determines whether or not the 

agreement suits the national interest and is ratified.33   

The range of potential agreements that satisfy both the international negotiators and 

domestic politics is called a win-set. At the domestic level there are parameters of negotiation 

that are acceptable to the parties involved. The same can be said for negotiations at the 

international level. The common parameters between the domestic and international negotiations 

are the win-set. An agreement within this common range will satisfy both international and 

domestic parties involved. It is essentially an agreement with the most benefit and an acceptable 

amount of cost. Putnam explains that the win-set depends on a number of factors. One of the 

factors that the win-set depends on is the “distribution of power, preferences, and possible 

coalitions” among domestic constituents.34 Not all domestic constituents have equal power and 

ability to determine the international negotiators. In the case of climate change, corporations and 

the business elite might have more power and resources to influence international negotiations 

than environmental organizations. Dahl and Lindblom argue that “income inequality, however, 

threatens equality in political power.”35 Those individuals, corporations, and organizations that 

greater income, not only have greater access to the political decision-makers but also have ability 

to communicate with citizens.36 This means that those with greater income hold a greater 

influence on government decision-makers. In addition, they can influence the public, which in 
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turn, holds influence over the government through elections. Dahl and Lindblom also argue that 

in addition to income, organization also has a direct influence on the policy process. The more 

organized domestic constituents have a greater influence on government decision-making. They 

have the negotiable rewards and deprivations that influence government.37 The idea of income 

and organization can be applied to climate change policy in Canada. The organizations, interest 

groups and individuals that have greater income and organization can lead the negotiation of an 

agreement in their favour. Domestic constituents that have an interest in Canadian climate 

change policy consist of, but are not limited to; government agencies and departments, 

nongovernmental organizations, business organizations and coalitions, and interest groups. These 

domestic groups enact their influence by lobbying the government in order for their interests to 

appear on the government’s agenda. The various groups and organizations try to convince the 

government to adopt the same interests and goals as their group. How these groups influence the 

climate change policies of the government will be discussed in the analysis chapter.         

The size or parameters of the win-set38 also depend on the domestic institutions.39 For 

example, the number needed to ratify the international agreement within parliament can affect 

the win-size. On one hand, with a minority government, the governing party needs to convince 

the opposition to vote in favour of the policy. This can create a small win-set as the government 

will need to bargain with the other parties in order to ratify the agreement. On the other hand, a 

majority government has more seats in parliament and therefore requires less bargaining. 
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Another example of a domestic institution that can influence the win-set is regionalism. The 

provinces have wide jurisdiction on a number of issues. The federal government and parliament 

negotiate and ratify the agreement, but is it largely up to provincial and municipal governments 

to implement. This is illustrated in the ratification of the Kyoto Protocol in Canada despite 

objections from a number of provinces. Many provinces argued that they could not implement 

the Kyoto Protocol and reach the required reduction in emissions. The jurisdictional power that 

the provinces hold over the implementation of environmental policies provides a barrier to the 

federal government. The provinces can hold this power over the federal government, thereby 

influencing how the federal government makes environmental policy decisions. Finally, the win-

set is determined by the international negotiators themselves. Domestic popularity, influence of 

the negotiator, and side payments would help ratify the agreements. The more popular the 

government is, the more power it has in ratification. Side-payments are concessions that can be 

made to influence domestic implementation and acceptance of policy.40 Side payments are 

secondary agreements that are made in order for the main agreements to benefit all actors. An 

example of this can been seen in the voluntary nature of many environmental policies. The 

government adopts a voluntary policy where corporations and individuals can choose to reduce 

greenhouse gas emissions or other environmentally friendly actions. This concession may 

appease environmental groups, while allowing business organizations to continue operating 

without strict environmental regulation. Without these side-payments in the negotiations process, 

adopting and implementing any policy would be difficult. Of course the government ultimately 
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has final decision making ability, and while considering domestic influences, can employ more 

coercive negotiation tactics to achieve a wanted policy outcome.      

In addition to Putnam, there are many other scholars who have contributed to the literature 

on the relationship between domestic and international politics. For example, Frederick Mayer 

describes how “domestic factional interests manifest themselves in international bargains is 

determined both by their interests and by the rules of the domestic political game.”41 The 

national interest plays an important part in international negotiations. Keisuke Iida notes that 

most governments pursue their national interests even at the expense of other governments. To 

determine the national interest domestic constituents and political actors come to a consensus on 

the most important objective of the negotiations.42 Conflict arises when there is disagreement 

between political actors that do not share the same interests or goals. Both Rosenau and Tseblis 

build on the idea of interconnected levels of negotiation. Rosenau’s examines how the domestic 

and international levels influence each other. This thesis will look more closely at how the 

domestic level influences the international. Tseblis also acknowledges the relationship between 

the domestic and international by showing how policy outcomes are the effort of many different 

interest groups bargaining. Through these theories, we can see how the domestic and 

international political levels are closely linked.  

Rosenau describes the two level games as linkage politics. Rosenau defines linkage as “any 

recurrent sequence of behavior that originates in one system and is reacted to in another.” 43 His 
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analysis is mainly focused on the relationship between states at the international level. However, 

his theory of linkage politics can be used to create a better understanding of the relationship 

between the international level and domestic level. Linkage politics looks at the different 

boundaries between policy areas and how the environments in which they operate can impact the 

outcome of policies. Rosenau argues that the distinctions of boundaries between different 

political spheres are not clearly defined but he states that both the linkages and boundaries 

between the two levels of politics are central to their functioning.44 This means that each political 

arena is dependent on the other. Rosenau warns that a more interconnected world does not 

necessarily mean that the two levels of politics are becoming more connected. There are still 

policy areas that “occur solely within the boundaries of a single polity and cannot be understood 

without reference to the existence and character of the boundaries.”45  

Rosenau supports the approach taken in this thesis by analysing the linkages between the 

domestic and international levels. As the boundaries between the international and domestic 

level are not clearly defined, the domestic level can influence the international level and vice 

versa, the international can influence the domestic. This thesis looks at how the domestic level 

influences the international. As stated, climate change is a good example of a policy area that 

spans both the domestic and international levels. He describes the relationships of these linkages 

as penetrative, reactive and emulative. The penetrative process occurs when political actors in 

one level serve as actors in another. An example of this is in the negotiations of international 

agreements. The negotiators are actors within the international level but also represent the 
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domestic level. Here, there is a link between the domestic and international spheres. The reactive 

process is when there is a distinct boundary between the two levels. The connectedness between 

levels is only a reactionary one when what happens in one policy level elicits a reaction in 

another. As opposed to the penetrative process, there is only a reactionary connection. One 

political sphere (whether domestic or international) must react and adapt to what is agreed upon 

in the other sphere. The final process is emulative in which “political activities in one country are 

perceived and emulated in another.”46 For example, there is a strong connection between Canada 

and the United States. Canada’s climate change policy, in particular the negotiation of the Kyoto 

Protocol, was largely reflective on the policies implemented by the United States because their 

economies are so connected. The penetrative, reactive and emulative processes explain the 

relationship between states in the international system. How closely the domestic and 

international levels are linked also impacts the negotiation process. Domestic politics can 

influence the negotiation process at the international level, and vice versa.  

George Tsebelis makes an important distinction between the outside observer and the 

political actor in the negotiation process. He argues that the observer focuses on only one game 

and the outcome of that game or choice. The political actor is a participant in more than one 

game, since they are all interconnected. These interconnected games are what Tsebelis calls 

“nested games”.47 The outside actor only sees the outcome of the choice. For example, in climate 

change policy, the outside actors and observers only see whether or not climate change policy is 

adopted and implemented. They often fail to see the constraints placed upon the political actor 

such as: public opinion and the constituents needed for re-election, the influence of different 
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institutes and governmental departments, and the international community. This view is essential 

in understanding the influences of domestic politics on climate change policy. The policy 

formulation is determined by the connected games and interactions between all these actors. 

Tsebelis builds his argument on the foundation of the rational actor model. He argues that 

negotiations between political actors are complex and the rational choices they make are based 

on a number of connected and nested games. 

Tsebelis states that there are two reasons why observers might disagree with the outcome of 

the actor’s choice. The first is what he calls games in multiple arenas. Here the observer focuses 

on a ‘principal arena’ and “disagrees with the actor’s choice because the former sees the 

implications of the latter’s choices only for the principle arena.”48 When the observer considers 

all possible arenas or determinants of choice, the outcome becomes more acceptable. The second 

case is what he calls institutional design. This means that the actor “takes steps to increase the 

number of available options so that some new option is now better than [the original].”49 The 

misperception, again, is the result of the observer focusing only on the primary arena with the 

original rules. The actor is essentially “in a game about the rules of the game.”50 Tsebelis’ nested 

games are about the perceived irrationality behind some actors’ choices. In contrast to many 

other theories of rational choice, Tsebelis looks beyond the single actor in a single game and 

recognizes that actors can be participants in a number of games with a number of rules and 

influences.  Tsebelis’ nested games highlight how, while domestic negotiations between different 

constituents influences the ability of government, and that these games are interconnected. This 
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illustrates the idea that when making a decision on policy approach and implementation, the 

government needs to consider many different interests. The rational choice model illustrates the 

policy outcome of the nested games and interconnected negotiation. This thesis posits that the 

Chrétien and Harper governments’ environmental policy approaches were largely influenced by 

these domestic nested games. That the domestic interests served to limited their decision making 

ability, and in turn influences how they perceived the role of Canada in approaching 

environmental policy.    

The rational actor model, organizational model, government politics model and levels of 

analysis theory all describe the link between the domestic and international. These approaches all 

illustrate that domestic politics have influence on the approach the federal government takes in 

foreign policy development. These approaches will be used for the comparison between the 

Chrétien and Harper Governments’ approach to climate change policy. They will underscore the 

idea that Canada’s climate change policy is influenced by the domestic level. It will also serve to 

explain how the domestic level determines what position the government takes. As the state is 

not a unified actor, but a collection of individuals and organizations all acting rationally to 

achieve their goal, we can see how domestic politics have determined the federal government’s 

position on climate change.    

2.3 Politics and Climate Change 

Climate change is a highly polarizing and contentious issue. There are a number of reasons 

for this. One reason is that as climate change became a more pressing issue, it gained public 

attention and therefore the attention of the media. News media, especially in the United States, 

polarizes viewership to the right and left so that people can attain news that confirms their 
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beliefs.51 This polarization had an effect on the wider public, as now the public had two differing 

views on climate change; those that denied or were critical of the influence that humans had is 

changing the earth’s climate and those that supported this idea. The public now did not know 

who to trust.52 The polarization of climate change shaped how different political parties 

addressed the issues, therefore making it a highly contentious and political problem. 

Another issue is that, as stated, climate change is closely linked to the economy. Therefore, 

ideological positions can influence stance of climate change and climate change policy. 

Furthermore, the link with the economy can make it seem as though climate change policy is 

opening the door to government interference.53 In order to address climate change the 

government needs to have some ability to influence the economy. An important part in 

mitigating climate change comes from a sustainable or green economy. Governments have 

different ideological have differences that dictate the role the government should have in the 

economy. This further makes climate change a political issue.     

A further issue is how individual states can address and mitigate a global issue. As stated 

earlier, two factors make the environment and climate change an international issue. First, 

problems can occur within a country which can create direct and indirect problems within other 

countries. Other states then turn their attention to the domestic problems within a state in order to 

mitigate the potential for the issues to spread worldwide. Second, local and domestic problems 
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often require international cooperation to understand and address the issue.54 The distinction 

between these two factors is where the problem is felt. The environmental problems associated 

with the first factor cross borders and create problems with other states. For example, one state 

polluting the ocean can create environmental problems for almost every state, thereby creating an 

international issue. Within the second factor, the problem is localized, but in order to address this 

local issue it requires international cooperation. For example, a nations demand for fish can 

create a problem where the fish are exported but not with the demand.  In order to address the 

localized issue of overfishing, cooperation between the supply and demand are needed. The 

internationalization of the global economy as well as the interdependence of states has affected 

the environment and climate change responses.    

In order to get governments to address climate change and put climate change on the agenda, 

public opinion and pressure play an important role. Many political parties turn to polls to judge 

what the public views as an important issue and “what ‘sells’ politically”, and thereby shaping 

their agenda.55 Within the domestic sphere, interest groups and institutions apply pressure on 

their governments that might conflict with international pressure or the government’s own self-

interest. Morgan states that “a few participants are working seriously to address and solve 

climate problems. Many more, both governments and interest groups are pursuing their own 

agendas. Many are primarily involved with using the process to appear concerned, to appear to 

take action, and political cover, while avoiding or delaying as long as possible, any real 
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action.”56 Often a government’s promises and actions do not coincide. Eugene Lee and Anthony 

Perl discuss the gap between promises made internationally and the implementation of those 

promises domestically. This makes governments appear to address the issue of climate change 

while not implementing or taking any kind of action. In the context of Canada, they argue that 

“Canadian policies often fail to deliver solutions or even launch efforts to attain those 

solutions.”57 An example of this is the failure of the Chrétien government to implement the 

Kyoto Protocol. The Chrétien government could negotiate and ratify the Kyoto Protocol, but 

implementation was largely up to the provinces, because of their jurisdiction over natural 

resources. Therefore, federal government, had difficulty in implementing the protocol.   

Harrison states that governments respond to an issue following a “peak in issue salience as 

measured by public opinion polls.”58 She argues further that there have been two peaks in which 

the North American public turned its attention to environmental issues. The first peak was in the 

1970s and the second in the 1990s. The 1970’s saw a peak in environmental interest with the 

creation of the US Environmental Protection Agency and the foundation of Greenpeace. The 

United Nations Conference on the Human Environment in 1972 provided acknowledgement that 

there is evidence of human-made harm and that “man’s environment, the natural and the man-

made, are essential to his well-being and to the enjoyment of basic human rights.”59 The 
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conference also acknowledged that “the natural resources of the earth … must be safeguarded for 

the benefit of present and future generations.”60 The 1970’s was also a turbulent time for oil and 

gas. Oil prices rose in 1973 and 1979 due to global shortages which also turned public attention 

to natural resource extraction and environmental issues. The 1990’s also saw a peak in interest as 

the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCC) tried to reduce 

greenhouse gas emissions. In 1988, the Mulroney government implemented a “Green Plan” to 

reduce emissions. It is argued that the plan “had more to do with spending than institutional 

change”61 and that the green plan might not be an environmental policy at all. Despite this, the 

Mulroney government was still among the first governments, worldwide, to address climate 

change and turned public interest to the issue.62  When public interest is high, in order to placate 

the public, governments often will enact policies.63 This is how public opinion and issue saliency 

influences the governments approach to policy and how the government views the national 

interest.    

2.4 National Interest  

 Any agreement made internationally is constrained by the national interest. As the national 

interest is a vague concept, there are many definitions. Robert Burchill describes the national 

interest as a common will among the citizens. He states that the very basis of national interest is 
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that a “political community can speak with a common vision.”64 This definition is similar to the 

description of the general will presented by Rousseau who states that “only the general will can 

direct the forces of the state according to the purposes for which it was instituted, which is the 

common good.”65 The national interest is any goal that the state deems necessary to pursue to 

further the well-being of its citizens, security, and economy. The government has the 

responsibility to interpret general will or common vision among citizens and translate that into 

policy.  

The national interest is fundamental in creating foreign policy. Joseph S. Nye Jr. states that 

national interests are the fundamental basis on which foreign policy is discussed.66 He goes on to 

say that “the national interest is simply the set of shared priorities regarding relations with the 

rest of the world.”67 National interest is used to describe how the state will act within the 

international system. It provides the agenda for what is important to the state. The concept of 

national interest can be used to describe, justify or oppose foreign policy initiatives. Within 

Canada, “the federal government, more specifically prime minister and cabinet, decide the 

position Canada will take in international negotiations.”68 Such international agreements are 

implemented by the provinces and private firms, therefore the federal government must ensure 
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its international position is not at odds with the national position. Agreements being negotiated at 

the international level are influenced by the national interests of the member states. Therefore, 

the national interest can be used as a term to explain the behavior of states in relation to each 

other.69  

2.5 Canada’s Climate Change Policy 

There is a vast literature on Canada’s climate change policies that examines the impact 

Canada has on climate change and the effects of the issue that are being felt by Canada, such as 

droughts, a decline in fisheries, and melting polar ice. The literature also discusses Canada’s role 

in mitigating climate change by taking part in international agreements and implementing 

domestic policies. This section will go beyond the general literature on international negotiations 

and look at Canada’s role in implementing policies. Canada is responsible for producing 

approximately 2 percent of global greenhouse gas emissions responsible for climate change.70 

Reducing the 2 percent emission rates would have an impact on the global climate change issue. 

Jeffery Simpson, Mark Jaccard and Nic Rivers state that “Canada is an advanced industrial 

country with an enviable standard of living based in part on development and use of energy 

resources.”71 The development and use of energy resources is an important part of the Canadian 

economy, and therefore, the implementation of climate change policy is closely related to 

Canada’s economy. Simpson, Jaccard and Rivers also note that Canada is a large northern 

country and will be among the first states to experience the consequences of climate change. 
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Canada’s economy is dependent on many aspects of natural resources, for example forestry, 

fishing, agriculture and more. Oil is also a big part of the Canadian economy and its extraction is 

a large contributor to greenhouse gas emissions.72   

Canadian climate change policy focuses on a number of areas. One area of policy focus 

examines the economic impact of climate change policy weighed against the environmental 

benefits.73 Since Canada has a large amount of natural resources, the economy is susceptible to 

the implementation of environmental regulations. The costs and benefits of implementation have 

to be considered. Another area of research focuses on Canada’s relationship with the United 

States.74 The United States is Canada’s largest trading partner and Canada is dependent on the 

US economy. The relationship between the United States and Canada needs to be considered 

when examining the costs and benefits of climate change policy. The trading links between the 

United States and Canada have had a profound effect on the negotiation and ratification of the 

Kyoto Protocol. During the Kyoto negotiations, Canada had to remain close to the targets set by 

the United States as the Canadian economy largely relies on the United States. Initially, Canada 

suggested a 3 percent reduction in emissions from the 1990 levels. The United States responded 
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with a 7 percent reduction.75 There was apprehension about how the United States would 

respond with this gap in reductions between the two countries, and how Canada’s economy 

would be affected. Ultimately, Canada settled on a 6 percent reduction.76 In many cases, Canada 

does look towards the United States for climate change policy, and therefore sometimes follows 

closely the policies that are implemented south of the border.  

According to Harrison, politicians are faced with a number of competing views that 

determine their position on climate change policy issues. One such position on climate change 

involves the business and corporate sector, particularly fossil fuel and oil companies, which push 

for more relaxed environmental regulations. The other competing view is from environmental 

groups.77 The climate change issue is not limited to only two differing views and competing 

interest groups. These two groups are a generalization of two competing interests with business 

on one hand and the environment on the other. There are many interest groups that fall outside of 

these two viewpoints. For example, there are certain companies that create technologies that help 

the economy as well as mitigate climate change. There are also environmental groups that push 

for fewer environmental regulations.78 These interest groups do not fall squarely into either the 

business or environmental side of the climate change debate. Rather, business and environmental 

interests provide a continuum, involving many different interest and views of the climate change 

debate. Although some environmental interest groups, such as Sierra Club Canada, Greenpeace 
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Canada, Canadian Environmental Network, and many others, play an important part in Canada’s 

economy, their influence on the federal government is smaller as the oil and gas industries are 

much larger and influential. Generally, the Canadian economy relies much more on these 

industries for stable economic growth. According to Phillips and Laforest, the role of interest 

groups is to “articulate and aggregate” citizen’s interests, thereby giving them an organizational 

base to influence government policy. 79  

The policy process usually comes from the bottom, that is, consultation with various interest 

groups, organizations, institution, individuals and other domestic constituents. Through this 

consultation, the policy process can consider many types of domestic influence. There are, 

however, problems with this consultation process. Savoie mentions that consulted departments 

need to feel that they have some sort of input into the policy process, and non-governmental 

interest groups need to see their influence.80 If these groups do not feel like they are sufficiently 

consulted, they feel like their influence over the government is diminishing.81 The flip side to 

this is issue is that the decision-makers can also become fatigued with the policy process. The 

result of this is a top-down announcement. The prime minister “simply delivers a major speech 

to unveil a new policy…and then lets the policy process pick up the pieces,”82  

Another view mentioned by Harrison, is the pressure that the federal government receives 

from the provinces. The division of powers between the federal government and the provinces 

creates issues when addressing climate change because the environmental effects are not limited 
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to one jurisdiction. Many consequences of climate change such as flooding and pollution cross 

national and provincial borders. Therefore, it is important that the provinces and federal 

government work together to create effective climate change policy. Often, the provinces need 

the financial backing of the federal government to properly implement environmental policy. 

Since 2006, the federal government has invested $10 billion in green infrastructure, energy 

efficiency, clean technology and clean production of fuels. A good portion of the invested money 

goes to the provinces to aid in implementing the programs.83 The federal government relies on 

the provinces to implement policies, but the provincial governments rely on the federal 

government to negotiate reasonable policies and help with the cost of implementation. 

Implementation of environmental policies is the responsibility of the provinces because they are 

in control of natural resources such as oil, gas, and coal.84 Steven Bernstein states that the 

relationship between the federal government and the provinces is one of the primary institutional 

constraints on policy implementation.85 The division of jurisdiction impacts how Canada can 

respond to climate change and implement policies.86 The federal government can make promises 

internationally, but it is up to the provinces to achieve these agreements domestically. The 

following chapter will discuss how groups such as Environment and Climate Change Canada, 

Natural Resources Canada, business and environmental organizations, and political institutions 
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influence government decision-making and translate the national interest into environmental 

policy initiatives.  

Another area of federalism that impacts Canada’s approach to climate change policy is the 

regional diversity of Canada’s economy. Manufacturing is concentrated in Ontario and Quebec; 

oil is concentrated in Alberta (with growing sectors in Saskatchewan, Nova Scotia and 

Newfoundland and Labrador, and Manitoba). Manitoba and Quebec’s economies are based in 

part on hydroelectricity, and British Columbia focuses on the forestry sector.87 The diversity 

within the Canadian economy means that it is very difficult to reach a national consensus on 

emission reduction as levels of emissions vary across provinces.  

The other institutional constraint is conflict within the federal cabinet.88 The federal cabinet 

can influence the negotiation of climate change policy and the choices made by political 

decision-makers. The cabinet, led by the Prime Minister, sets the government agenda and 

priorities.89 The cabinet ministers debate issues and present the government’s agenda in 

parliament. The ministers are therefore accountable to parliament for the governments’ priorities 

and decisions. The conflict within the cabinet can strain the decision making process of the 

government. Although there is disagreement within cabinet, the idea of cabinet solidarity ensures 

that once a consensus is reached behind closed doors all cabinet ministers will publicly support 

the initiative.90 If cabinet ministers disagree of a policy proposal, the Prime Minister can ask that 
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the minister who introduced the item work with those that oppose it to reach a consensus.91 

Because disagreements happen behind closed doors, it is rare that the public can view these 

disagreements.  

 Among the most discussed topics in the literature on Canadian climate change policy is the 

Kyoto Protocol. It provides an intriguing case to examine the various domestic constraints on 

foreign policy positions. Douglas MacDonald and Heather Smith, in their outline of the 

formation and negotiation of the Kyoto Protocol argue that, as the Cold War drew to an end, the 

public’s attention shifted to climate and environmental issues.92 Kim Richard Nossal describes 

this “domestication” of Canadian foreign policy as a shift in political focus from the international 

sphere to the domestic sphere. He states that the domestication process stemmed from the federal 

government’s shift from ‘high’ politics to ‘low’ policy issues.93 The federal government’s 

agenda was no “longer dominated by war and peace, military or security but of “low” policy 

issues,”94 including capital, debt, tariffs, trade and investment. He states that these low policy 

issues are more domestic than high politics. They impact the Canadian citizen much more than 

the ‘high’ politics of military and security.95 This supports the framework used here to analyze 

domestic influences on the formulation of foreign policy agreements.  
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Smith argues that climate change is rarely about the environment but more about economic 

competition. She also doubts that Canadians will voluntarily take the action to reduce emission.96 

If Canadians have to endure any kind of financial obligation or any economic impact, the 

likelihood of supporting the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions is low. The connection 

between the economy and climate change agreements can be seen in the negotiation of the Kyoto 

Protocol.            

2.6 The Kyoto Protocol  

The Kyoto Protocol was negotiated in 1997. The negotiation process consisted of more than 

170 states and several hundred nongovernmental and intergovernmental organizations.97 The 

United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) provided the legal basis 

for the Kyoto Protocol in 1992.98 Canada had been an active member in the international 

negotiations, but its policy was driven by the “concerns for potential negative economic 

impacts.”99 As a result, Canada sought to reduce emissions at the lowest cost to domestic 

stakeholders. The Liberals under Prime Minister Jean Chrétien argued that the Kyoto Protocol 

would not impede economic growth and in fact there would be a 17.5 percent increase in 

economic growth over 8 years compared to the 18 percent if nothing was done.100 The Chrétien 
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Government pushed the idea that Canada had a responsibility as a developed state to act first and 

address the climate change issue.101 Public opinion was largely in favour of reaching an 

agreement in Kyoto. The media provided significant coverage on the negotiations and 

environmental groups staged campaigns to gather support.102 

Throughout the debate on the ratification of the Kyoto Protocol in 2002, federal government 

daily tracking polls indicated a high level of public support for the Kyoto Protocol when asked 

close-ended questions.103 Most people are in favour of protecting the environment, reducing 

emissions, and addressing climate change. Although there is support for environmental policy 

change, it remains a low priority, usually behind the economy.104 With the economy as the major 

focus of government priorities, greenhouse gas emissions kept rising steadily. As of 2005, 

emissions were 24 percent above 1990 levels, or 30 percent above the Kyoto target.105 

The Kyoto Protocol was a contentious agreement that served to outline the difficulties in 

implementing climate change policy domestically. The movement in opposition to the Kyoto 

Protocol was largely based on the demand for a made-in-Canada approach that would be 

consistent with federalism. Most industrial associations criticised Kyoto for being rushed through 

ratification without proper consultation and without attempting to create a made-in-Canada 

approach.106 Business coalitions and organizations that opposed the Kyoto Protocol included: 
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Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers, Canadian Energy Pipeline Association, 

Automotive Parts Manufacturers Association, Canadian Chemical Producers Association, 

Canadian Electricity Association, Canadian Steel Producers Association and many others.107 

These business associations had economic interests that would be impacted with the 

implementation of the Kyoto Protocol. It was believed that the only way that Canada could meet 

its commitment to the Kyoto Protocol was by cutting industries, and implementing regulation 

which could impede business. Business and economic interests competed with environmental 

interests to influence government decision-making.  

A made-in-Canada approach would consider the international implications but would be 

designed, implemented and regulated by the provinces.108 Smith states that several opponents to 

the Kyoto Protocol, including the province of Alberta and Stephen Harper, claimed that the 

economic impacts would outweigh the benefit done to the environment. The Alberta government 

claimed that trying to implement the Kyoto Protocol and reach the emission reduction 

requirements would cost the province 5.5 billion dollars in yearly GDP and approximately 

70,000 jobs.109 Nationwide, opponents to the Kyoto Protocol alleged that implementing the 

protocol and meeting the reduction requirements would cost between 23 and 40 billion dollars a 

year.110 As Canada’s economy is in some respects aligned with the United States, the Kyoto 

Protocol was contingent on what the United States did.     
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Nossal states that “the Canadian government is assumed to have little autonomy vis-à-vis the 

international system: its decisions therefore are made within parameters set by external actors, 

notably the United States.”111 When US President George W. Bush withdrew from Kyoto, it was 

widely assumed that Canada would follow.112 There is much speculation as to why Canada 

remained in the Kyoto negotiations even after the United States withdrew. Canada had to remain 

competitive in the international system and had to maintain a strong economic relationship with 

the United States. Despite this, Canada remained party to the Kyoto Protocol after the United 

States withdrew. This allowed Canada to maintain its reputation as an international leader in 

environmental negotiations and ensure that they were committed to addressing climate change.113 

Remaining in Kyoto would allow Canada to make sure the rules that were negotiated were in its 

favour. With the United States already out, even the threat of withdrawal from Canada could 

have allowed for some leverage in negotiations.114 The United States had already left the 

negotiations, and Canada, by threat of leaving, had some leverage in negotiations as well.   

Simpson, Jaccard and Rivers claim that Canada’s continued role in the Kyoto Protocol was 

an attempt to show the world its moral superiority to the United States. Throughout the 

negotiations Canada promised slightly higher emissions reductions than that of the United States. 

The promises were only slightly ahead of the United States as Canada’s economy is so 
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dependent on the United States. Harrison mentions that the United States accounts for 

approximately 80 percent of Canada’s exports and about 70 percent of its imports.115  

Despite the promise of a 6 percent reduction below 1990 levels by 2008 to 2012, the 

financial crisis in 2008 meant that climate change and the environment were no longer a primary 

focus in the government’s agenda. As the public was more affected by the economic downturn, 

its focus remained on issues of taxation and employment.116  

Williston mentions that Canada’s policy towards climate change “requires re-evaluation of 

our character,”117 meaning that Canada is an international leader in many negotiations and 

Canadians view themselves as “humanitarian, internationalist, and socially progressive.”118 

Canada’s climate change approach has shown strong international commitment consistent with 

its own self-image and national interest but lacks domestic implementation and does not meet its 

international promises.  This contradiction in practice outlines the theory that will be applied to 

the analysis of both the Chrétien and Harper Governments. The level of analysis theory looks at 

how politics in the international sphere are connected to domestic politics. Andrew Baldwin and 

Simon Dalby state that: 

assuming that environmental matters, specifically climate change, will continue to 

dominate international relations over the coming century alongside energy 

security, to rethink Canada’s middle-power statue must also factor in some of the 

very basic environmental contradictions that undergird Canadian political 
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economy ... in environmental matters, what Canada does at home is effectively 

international policy.119  

 

2.7 Conclusion  

The literature on climate change, Canada’s climate change policy and level of analysis 

theory provide a foundation to analyse Canadian governments’ approaches to climate change.  

As discussed, there is a large body of work on international climate change negotiation but 

very little focuses on the domestic aspects of these agreements and the implementation. The 

literature largely views the state as a unitary actor working within the anarchical international 

system. The anarchic nature of international relations as well as the international aspect of 

climate change makes for difficult implementation domestically. The following chapter will 

provide a comparative analysis of the formulation of climate change policy by the Chrétien and 

Harper governments. The chapter will use the organizational model, governmental politics 

paradigm and levels of analysis theory to illustrate the domestic influence behind government 

decision-making, and will ask how this influence determines how the government weighs the 

costs and benefits of a policy within the national interest. It will show how different domestic 

politics influenced both the Chrétien and Harper government’s environmental policy and how 

they interpreted the national interest.  
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Chapter 3 

Analysis 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter will compare and contrast the Chrétien and Harper governments using Allison 

and Zelikow’s rational actor model, organizational model, governmental politics model, and 

Putnam’s levels of analysis theory. Robert Putnam’s levels of analysis theory will be used to 

explain how bargaining among domestic constituents influence the states’ ability to negotiate 

policies. Allison and Zelikow’s rational actor model will be used to analyze how domestic 

politics determine the foreign policy options available, how governments weigh the costs and 

benefits of each option and ultimately arrive at a choice. The organizational model will make it 

possible to describe influences of domestic organizations on the formulation of foreign policy. 

The governmental politics model will illustrate how the policy output of a state is not only 

determined by cost-benefit analysis or by the organizations that make up the state but also by the 

bargaining between political players and their personal goals. The organizational and 

governmental politics models illustrate what influences a government decision. The rational 

actor model helps to illustrate the outcome of that influence.  

The chapter will conclude with a discussion of Putnam’s levels of analysis theory, which 

will further illustrate how domestic politics determine foreign policy by influencing the 

government’s international bargaining position. Analyzing these approaches to policy 

development in the context of climate change will show that the various Canadian governments 

all developed their approach on the basis of domestic politics.  
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3.2 Rational Actor Model 

The rational actor model is built upon and shows the outcome of the organizational model 

and the governmental politics model. Domestic constituents, organizations, individuals, 

provinces, and other political institutions create pressure on the government and therefore 

influence what choices the government has, how it defines national interest and how it weighs 

the costs and benefits of its decisions. Based on the organizational and governmental politics 

models, domestic politics seek to influence the government’s policy approach and decisions but 

ultimately the government (as a rational actor) has the agency to make decisions based on the 

national interest. Applying the core concepts of the rational actor model to Canadian climate 

change policy creates a better understanding of both the Chrétien and Harper governments’ 

differing approaches and how the governments came to make the decisions that they did. The 

Kyoto Protocol is a good example for analysis as it involves negotiation at both the international 

and domestic levels. It also illustrates the debate between environmental protection and 

economic security as the elements of the national interest.  

The first core aspect involves goals and objectives. These goals are what the state views as 

being in the national interest and what strategic interests the state wants to achieve. The Kyoto 

Protocol illustrates the Chrétien and Harper governments’ differing views of the national interest. 

We can see the intended national interest by examining the throne speeches under the Chrétien 

and Harper governments. In its throne speeches, the Chrétien government made a number of 

references to the environment as a source of national pride and suggested that Canada needed to 

play a leadership role internationally. The throne speeches do not directly translate to policy 

action but are indicative of the discourse on climate change policy.   
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The throne speech delivered in 1996 under the Chrétien government stated that “the quality 

of Canada’s natural environment is a matter of national pride. Security for Canadians means 

sustaining our environment.”120 The speech went on to state that “the solution to many 

environmental problems lie outside our borders. The Government will continue to play an 

environmental leadership role both at home and in the international arena.”121 This reveals the 

position of environmental discourse that the Chrétien government. It pursued the Kyoto Protocol 

as a means to continue Canada’s leadership role on environmental issues. Further, in the midst of 

the Kyoto negotiations, the 1997 speech from the throne mentioned that “the government is 

committed to working in the international community to promote sustainable development and to 

achieve practical solutions to global environmental problems.”122 In the 1999 throne speech, the 

government identified that its priority would be to “work with other governments and citizens to 

meet our country’s commitment under the Kyoto Protocol.”123 With the negotiations of the 

Kyoto Protocol over and the ratification impending, the Chrétien government affirmed the 

importance of the Kyoto Protocol and the need for Canada to meet its greenhouse gas emissions 

commitment. Further, the 2001 throne speech set out three environmental priorities; clean air, 

clean water and conservation of natural spaces. The Chrétien government stated in the speech 

that “Canada is blessed by the beauty of its vast landscape and the wealth of its natural resources. 

But with this blessing comes the responsibility to ensure its preservation. A healthy environment 

is an essential part of a sustainable economy and our quality of life.”124 Clearly, the Chrétien 
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government viewed Canada’s national interest as protecting the environment and maintaining a 

strong leadership role in international negotiations.  

The Harper government viewed the national interest in terms of economic stability and 

growth. As can be seen in the Harper government’s throne speeches, the government tied 

environmental protection in with sustainable resource development. The 2007 speech from the 

throne acknowledged that the environment is essential to the quality of life but warned that “it is 

not widely understood that, because of inaction on greenhouse gases over the past decade, 

Canada’s emissions cannot be brought to the level required under the Kyoto Protocol.”125 The 

Harper government intended to pursue a different approach and to move away from the Kyoto 

Protocol commitment. In the 2008 speech, the government stated that it understood that 

“Canada’s economic prosperity cannot be sustained without a healthy environment, just as 

environmental progress cannot be achieved without a healthy economy.” The speech went on to 

argue that “energy is vitally important to our country. Our geography and climate mean that 

Canadians depend on affordable and reliable energy.”126 The throne speeches from 2009, 2010, 

2011, and 2013 made no mention of the environment or climate change. The focus of these 

speeches was on the economy. The government was focused on fiscal responsibility, balancing 

budgets, eliminating deficits, and national security, rather than environmental concerns. These 

speeches show that in the aftermath of the 2008 recession, the economy was a priority. The 2013 

speech from the throne made no mention of climate change, but did mention responsible 
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resource development and extraction.127 The indication here is that the Harper government was 

focused on the economic aspect of the environment, rather than the mitigation of climate change. 

The Harper government viewed the goals and objectives of Canada to be economic stability and 

sustainable domestic resource development, in contrast to the Chrétien government’s 

internationalist view. 

Domestic organizations and government departments can use polling and public interest to 

persuade the government to create a respective policy. Public opinion can play a major role in 

determining the national interest and influencing the decisions made by government. A party is 

only chosen to lead through a democratic vote, therefore the government needs to always 

consider the interests of public opinion. If the government does not consider public opinion, or 

implements policy initiatives that contradict what the public wants, it may translate into a loss in 

the next election. Therefore, public opinion is closely linked to national interest  

 Often public saliency, how important the public views an issue, and climate change 

initiatives are linked to economic interests. What the public views as important is often reflected 

in the government agenda. When the economy is strong, the public can focus on other areas of 

interest such as the environment. If the economy weakens, this becomes the focus of public 

attention and therefore the focus of the government. States are wary of agreements that could 

possibly have an impact on their domestic economic and global competition. Stuart Soroka states 

that since “only a finite number of issues can top the agenda at one time, environmental matters 

seem particularly prone to decline as economic issues (re)surface.”128 Environment and climate 
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change policy are often in conflict with economic development. When the focus is on the 

economy, matters of the environment and climate change become a lower priority. Harrison 

describes this relationship between the environment and the economy by outlining Canadian 

polls between 2006 and 2008. The environment was identified as the most important issue facing 

Canada by 26 percent of respondents in 2007. This number fell to 5 percent in December 2008, 

coinciding with the global economic crisis and rising gas prices.129 In an IPSOS poll conducted 

in March, 2009, 71 percent of respondents stated that it is more important for government to 

focus on jobs than climate change.130 The indication here is that, during a recession, the 

government should make the economy a priority, rather than focus on the environment. A similar 

poll conducted in 2010, after the economic crises had settled a little, showed that “Canadians 

want more action on the environment”131 and that 66 percent of respondents think that the 

government is paying too little attention to climate change.132 Naomi Klein argues that during 

economic recessions, there is a decrease in public “willingness…to bear the financial burden of 

responding to climate change.”133 Although, the support for action in addressing climate change 

remains relatively high, and many individuals view climate change as an issue, the problem 

comes with asking the “least responsible for current conditions to bear the burden.”134 As Klein 

asks after “paying for the crises of bankers with cuts to education, health care, and social service 
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safety nets, is it any wonder that a beleaguered public is in no mood to bail out the fossil fuel 

companies from the crisis that the not only created but continue to actively worsen?”135 

The next core aspects of the rational actor model are options and alternatives. Given the 

national interest, the rational actor determines the options available to him or her in order to 

achieve the goal. The goal that the government is pursuing must be in line with the national 

interest. With a number of policy options available to them, the government chooses the ones 

that enable it to directly achieve its goals. For example, the Chrétien government sought to 

achieve its goals in the national interest by continuing to negotiate and eventually ratify the 

Kyoto Protocol, despite not knowing how Canada could achieve the required reduction in 

emissions.136  

One of the Harper government’s options was to continue the internationalist approach put 

forward by the Chrétien government, despite arguing that achieving the reduction commitments 

would put pressure on the economy.137 This would involve the continuation of the Kyoto 

Protocol and attempts at implementation.  Another option was to take a more domestic approach 

and pursue a “made-in-Canada” policy. Rather than the international approach of the Kyoto 

Protocol, the domestic approach would have no international requirements and would focus 

solely on reducing greenhouse gas emission within Canadian borders. In their campaign platform 

“Stand Up for Canada,” the Harper Conservatives outlined their “made-in-Canada” approach to 

environmental policy. The platform provides a brief idea of what the approach involved, 
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including: reducing pollutants in the air, addressing the issue of greenhouse gas emission, 

ensuring water quality by addressing environmental issues, cleaning up federal contaminated 

sites and requirements for cleaner fuel.138  

According to Allison and Zelikow’s rational actor model, given the goals, objectives and 

options on a policy issue, the rational actor weighs the consequences of all the options.139 The 

process of analyzing the consequences of each choice rests in weighing the costs and benefits.140 

The Chrétien government perceived there to be a number of benefits from remaining in the 

Kyoto Protocol, even though it likely had no intention of meeting the necessary reductions. 

Smith speculates why Canada remained in Kyoto negotiations even after the United States 

withdrew and Canada knew it would not meet the reduction requirements.141 Simpson, Jaccard 

and Rivers state that ratifying Kyoto would provide a number of benefits to Chrétien. He would 

differentiate Canada from the United States, the decision would be popular in Québec, and would 

be an essential part of his legacy.142 At this time, Chrétien popularity in Québec was at its peak. 

This combined with the “legalization of same-sex marriage, proposals to decriminalize 

marijuana, campaign finance reform, and keeping Canada out of the Iraq invasion” would silence 

his critics and cement his legacy. The costs associated with implementing the Kyoto Protocol 
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were lower, in the view of the Chrétien government, compared to the benefit of ratification. The 

costs included economic penalties in trying to implement the Kyoto Protocol and well as the 

international stigma of not meeting the agreed-upon reduction requirements. As discussed in the 

organizational model of government decision-making, the national interest is determined by 

bargaining between organizations, interest groups, and individuals. The domestic politics 

determined how the Chrétien government viewed the national interest and, in turn, what 

approach was taken.                

In contrast, the Harper government came to a different conclusion which was a more 

domestic, Canadian approach to environmental policy and withdrew from the Kyoto Protocol. A 

2002 poll found that the majority of Canadians supported the Kyoto Protocol, but when faced 

with a ‘made-in-Canada’ alternative, 49% supported a more domestic approach, rather than 

ratifying the Kyoto Protocol (43%).143 The Chrétien government focused on the international 

aspect of the Kyoto Protocol, and the domestic pressures faced by the Chrétien government, and 

thus saw the benefits of ratifying the Kyoto Protocol outweighed the costs of that decision. The 

Harper government chose not to continue with the implementation process. Remaining in the 

Kyoto Protocol had the potential to be too much of an economic burden and, in the view of the 

Harper government, the costs outweighed the benefits. The “made-in-Canada” approach meant 

that Canada could control the economic impact of environmental policies, rather than align with 

international pressures. Canada could create and implement an environmental policy that would 

be specific to the needs of the country and its citizens, while not burdening economic growth. In 
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a 2007 speech given in Berlin, Germany, Harper outlined the stance his government took on 

climate change and the role Canada would play. The speech argued that economics should be 

placed first in considering climate change policy. He stated that “indeed, it is no exaggeration to 

call Canada an ‘emerging energy superpower’ and a ‘global mining giant.’” Since Canada was 

an “emerging energy superpower,” Harper said that the government could do more to address 

climate change in constructing a plan that was “practical, achievable and affordable ... balanced 

and market-driven. A plan that deals with our growing economy and population.”144 In this 

speech, Harper argued that meeting the required emission reduction of the Kyoto Protocol was 

impossible without “crippling the economy.”145 This approach highlights the neoliberal approach 

to climate change policy. If any climate change policy were to be implemented, it would have to 

be consistent with economic growth and the market.  

The final core aspect of the rational actor model is choice. Given the costs and benefits of 

each option, a choice is made to maximize the ability to achieve an original goal. Allison and 

Zelikow describe rational choice as “value-maximizing” in which “the rational agent selects the 

alternative whose consequences rank highest in terms of his goals and objectives.”146 In the cases 

of Chrétien and Harper, the outcome of governments’ choices for implementation of climate 

change policy was voluntary. The voluntary approach had no legally binding requirement to 

reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and corporations could choose to reduce their emissions on a 

voluntary basis. The Chrétien government ratified Kyoto but did little by way of implementation.  
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The Harper government withdrew from the protocol in favour of a voluntary “made-in-

Canada” approach. This illustrates that the government has agency to choose its policy 

approaches despite the domestic pressures. Harper waited for the American response to climate 

change based on the idea that the North American economy is integrated. The Harper 

government’s domestic approach considered the direction that the United States took on 

environmental policy as well as an approach that would protect Canada’s economic interests. 

Ultimately, the Harper government had the ability to choose the policy approach within the 

parameters of domestic politics.  

The Harper government was often criticized by the opposition parties and the media for 

waiting on the United States to respond and implement climate change policies.147 Environment 

and Climate Change Canada argued that “the North American economy is integrated to the point 

where it makes absolutely no sense to proceed without harmonizing with the United States and 

aligning a range of principles, policies, regulations and standards.”148 The United States 

government, as of 2010, has invested 8 times more per person than Canada towards renewable 

energy, energy efficiency and public transportation.149 The problem is that both Canada and the 

United States need different climate change and environmental policies. Much of the United 

States’ energy is derived through coal, which is declining as a viable energy source. In contrast, 

Canada’s energy is largely from oil and gas, which is still continuing to rise.150 Therefore, 
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different energy policies are needed to address the different paths energy consumption is taking. 

This illustrates the importance of a “made-in-Canada” approach to climate change policy. Stuck 

between the influences of domestic politics and the United States economy, the Harper 

government had to consider all the options for policy implementation and the national interest.  

    Both the Chrétien and Harper governments faced different domestic pressures and public 

opinion. The Chrétien government enjoyed a relatively stable economy and therefore, public 

opinion on environmental issues and concerns increased. As seen in the polls stated earlier, 

public support for climate change mitigation is contingent on a strong economy. If the economy 

is weak, public support shifts to fixing that over climate change policy. Since the Harper 

government faced an economic recession, public interest was focused on maintaining the 

strength of the economy, rather that protecting the environment. In October 2009, employment 

was down 400,000 jobs across Canada compared to October 2008.151 The unemployment rate 

also rose from 6.3% to 8.6%.152 With the Canadian economy closely tied to the United States, the 

economic downturn in the U.S. had an impact of the economic strength of Canada. With job 

losses, amounting debt, and increased unemployment, Canadian citizens were focused on 

economic recovery rather than climate change. The Chrétien government faced a relatively stable 

economy and therefore could focus their attention on other matters such as environmental 

protection and the Kyoto Protocol. Leslie Pal discusses this post-materialist idea. He states that 

as citizens shift “away from concern with material gain, [and] economic issues” they become 
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more concerned with aspects such as individual potential, esteem, and belonging.153 With 

economic security, people can shift their attention to post-materialistic aspects. The post-

materialism shift can lead to an increase in discussion on rights. This can be seen in literature 

framing environmental protection as a human right.154    

As will be shown though levels of analysis, the choices the government makes in the 

formulation of policy are largely constrained by domestic politics and win-sets. The government 

faces a range of possible actions in climate change policy. This range is in the national interest, 

as a state would not implement a policy that is not in their best interest. It is also accepted by all 

domestic constituents and political actors, including government departments, stakeholders and 

interested organizations. Therefore, domestic politics does not force the government to take a 

particular path in policy formulation and implementation but limits their choices. Instead, as can 

be seen in the example of the different responses to the Kyoto Protocol, the government 

ultimately has the choice of policy within the parameters set by domestic politics.     

3.3 Organizational Model 

The organizational model recognizes that the state is a collection of different organizations 

and institutions each with their own separate goals. Allison and Zelikow describe organizational 

behaviour as “government behavior relevant to any important problem [that] reflects the 
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independent output of several organizations, partially coordinated by government leaders.”155 

There are a number of organizational concepts that Allison and Zelikow list: actors, factored 

problems, organizational missions, operational objectives, organizational output, central 

coordination and control, and decisions of government leaders.156 Organizational missions, 

mandates and goals determine the influence that an organization has within government. These 

organizational concepts can determine the outcome of collective policy initiatives and 

approaches.  

 As with climate change policy, within the state there are a number of organizations and 

political actors that influence the national interest and ultimately the goals of the state. There are 

a number of groups that are involved in climate change policy. The prime minister, parliament, 

and government departments such as the Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade 

(now Global Affairs Canada) influence negotiations, while the provinces are responsible for the 

implementation of the agreements, and Natural Resources Canada for its research and advice. 

Section 92a of the Constitution Act, 1867 outlines the responsibility of the provincial 

governments to develop, conserve, and manage non-renewable resources.157 The Constitution 

Act divides jurisdictional powers between the provincial and federal governments. The 

constitution limits the ability of the federal government to implement environmental policy 

domestically.  
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Additionally, climate change policies affect forestry, transportation, agriculture, trade, and 

many other departments within the federal and provincial governments.158 For example, the 

negotiation of the Kyoto Protocol included many federal departments such as: Environment and 

Climate Change Canada, Natural Resources Canada, Agriculture and Agri-food Canada, 

Department of Finance, Global Affairs Canada, Department of Justice, Department of Fisheries 

and Oceans, Health Canada, Industry and Northern Affairs Canada, Innovation, Science and 

Economic Development Canada, National Defence, Public Works and Government Services 

Canada and Transport Canada.159 These organizations each have specific terms that need to be 

met in order to accomplish its regulatory goals. Allison and Zelikow state that “each organization 

perceives problems, processes information, and performs a range of actions with considerable 

autonomy (within broad guidelines of national policy and numerous constraints).”160 Therefore, 

this section will outline the numerous constraints placed upon various organizations that 

determine which goals are pursued. It will focus on organizations within the government, such as 

Environment and Climate Change Canada, and Natural Resource Canada, as well as 

organizations outside of the federal government. These outside organizations include those with 

business interests and various environmental organizations. Looking at these organizations will 

provide the best overview of how different goals and interests conflict within the state and how 

these conflicts influence the direction of foreign policy.  

The hierarchical structure and bureaucratic nature of government departments influence the 

constraints placed upon government decision-making. At the head of the government department 
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is the deputy minister, who reports in turn to the minister. The ministers are all selected by the 

prime minister. The cabinet ministers, along with the prime minister, set the government agenda. 

They are then, in turn, held responsible by parliament for the government’s decisions. While 

government departments do have some autonomy, they ultimately must conform to the 

governing party’s platform and agenda. It is also important to note the difference between 

institutions and organizations. Institutions have more influence over government decision 

making than some organizations. Organizations operate within “the larger institutional 

framework in which institutions set the rules for political action.”161 Institutional conventions 

provide the framework in which organizations operate, therefore there can be a difference in the 

power that institutions hold vis-à-vie organizations.    

 Environment and Climate Change Canada and Natural Resources Canada are good 

examples of organizations within the federal government that have distinct mandates and goals 

that often come into conflict with each other. These organizations play an important role in 

determining the implementation of climate change policy. Environment Canada (Now 

Environment and Climate Change Canada) was created in 1971 and has a number of 

responsibilities. Among these are the responsibility to preserve and enhance the quality of the 

natural environment, the conservation of renewable resources and water resources, and 

forecasting weather conditions and providing meteorological information.162 Environment and 

Climate Change Canada is also responsible for the coordination of environmental policies and 

programs for the federal government. They keep track of environmental indicators, create reports 
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through the Federal Sustainable Development Act, and provide research on climate change to 

help create policies for adaptation and mitigation.163 Within Environment and Climate Change 

Canada, there are a number of departments that deal with climate change research and policy. 

The Climate Change Bureau has the responsibility of developing climate change policies for 

Environment and Climate Change Canada.164 The International Relations Directorate ensures 

that international and domestic policies are consistent. This is important when the negotiation 

and implementation of environmental policies is the responsibility of different departments. The 

directorate also supports Environment and Climate Change Canada within the United Nations 

and other international organizations, and manages bilateral relations on the environment 

working closely with the Global Affairs Canada.165 Environment and Climate Change Canada 

also has an Economic Issues Branch that provides analysis of the economic effects of 

environmental issues.166 While conserving and protecting Canada’s natural resources, 

Environment and Climate Change Canada “continues to balance the need to protect the 

environment while growing the economy.”167 This illustrates the struggle between environmental 

protection and economic growth and how governmental departments can influence this balance.   

Natural Resources Canada was established in 1994, under the Chretien Liberals, when its 

mandate was shifted out from the Geological Survey of Canada. The department’s main goal is 

to help ensure the sustainable development of natural resources in Canada. It does this by 
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conducting research in the areas of energy, forestry, minerals and metals. The department 

focuses on land development, sustainability, and energy efficiency.168 Again, the balance 

between the economy and environmental protection is important. The sustainable development 

of natural resources must consider the economy and the jobs associated with the extraction of 

natural resources as well as the long-term impact on the environment.  

Smith uses the these two departments as an example of how organizations within the federal 

government are often at odds and therefore a consensus within the government on the approach 

to take to address climate change is difficult to achieve.169 She argues that there is an inherent 

difference between the mandates of Environment and Climate Change Canada and Natural 

Resources Canada that create conflict: Environment and Climate Change Canada is responsible 

for the preservation and conservation of natural resources, while Natural Resources Canada is 

responsible for the use and development of natural resources. The difference between 

preservation/conservation and use/development often causes tension that comes from disparate 

goals.   

Bernstein also describes the relationship Environment and Climate Change Canada and 

Natural Resources Canada have with regard to climate change policy. He argues that 

Environment and Climate Change Canada has taken the lead on climate change initiatives and is 

often considered the global advocate for climate change action. In contrast, Natural Resources 

Canada leads on domestic implementation and is focused on the economic aspects and the 
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extraction of energy and resources.170 In other words, the mandate for Environment and Climate 

Change Canada is to “preserve and enhance the quality of the natural environment ... conserve 

Canada’s renewable resources ... coordinate environmental policies and programs for the federal 

government.”171 In comparison, Natural Resources Canada outlines its goals as to “enhance 

responsible development and use of Canada’s natural resources and the competitiveness of 

Canada’s natural resources products.”172 The debate between conservation and economic 

development is the key in the implementation of climate change policy.  

The tensions between these two departments are sometimes made explicit by the ministers 

involved in creating policies. For example, on October 29, 2002 Conservative MP John Reynolds 

illustrated the conflict between departments. He brought to attention the fact that the Natural 

Resource Minister, Herb Dhaliwal, stated that nuclear generated electricity can seriously fight 

climate change. In contrast, the Environment Minister, David Anderson, said nuclear energy will 

not be considered.173 While still members of the same party and working towards mitigating 

climate change, these two ministers had conflicting ideas as to how it was to be achieved and 

differing ideas of the direction that the government should take. One viewed nuclear electricity 

as important in mitigating the effects of climate change, while the other would not even consider 

nuclear energy as an option. The drawbacks and benefits of nuclear energy on the environment is 

a contested issue that highlighted the strategic and operational tensions between Environment 

and Climate Change Canada and Natural Resources Canada. As stated earlier, the conflict within 
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cabinet remains behind closed doors and rarely becomes public. The cabinet must uphold 

consensus on policy issues to maintain the confidence of parliament and remain in power.174 

While this disagreement became public, it is just an example of the type of disagreement that can 

happen within cabinet until a consensus is reached by all minister.   

In addition to the conflict within federal departments, there is also conflict between 

organizations outside of the government that frame government actions. In particular, there is 

conflict between business interests and various environmental organizations. Often policies that 

promote the economy and the environment are viewed as mutually exclusive.175 There is a wide 

continuum of organizations that view the economy as more important than the environment and 

the environment as more important than the economy, but the goals and interests of the various 

business and environmental groups compete to get their interests on the government agenda. 

Harrison explains the perceived “job-versus-environment” trade-off in which protection of the 

environment means cuts in profit and employment opportunities. In order to achieve the 

commitments agreed to in the Kyoto Protocol, there needed to be cuts made by the resource 

extraction business community. Continued “business-as-usual” would only increase greenhouse 

gas emissions as the population and economy continues to grow.176 Environmental groups 
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asserted that “mitigation measures were not only necessary but politically popular and 

economically feasible.”177 

A significant example of this can be demonstrated by looking at the effects of the oil and gas 

industry in Canada. When a large portion of the economy relies on oil and gas, in this instance a 

particularly ‘dirty’ form of hydrocarbon, a growing economy means more greenhouse gas 

emissions and therefore a need to reduce more.178 Both business and environmental 

organizations play fundamental roles in influencing the government’s approach to climate 

change policy. During the Kyoto negotiations, for example, business coalitions argued that 

ratification of the protocol would cost $40 billion and more than 450,000 jobs, and this loss 

would hurt the Canadian economy.179 These coalitions included the Canadian Council for Chief 

Executives, Canadian Manufacturers and Exporters, the Canadian Chamber of Commerce, and 

the Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers.180 According to the Canadian Chamber of 

Commerce, Canada’s oil sands accounted for one-third of economic growth in Canada in 2010 

and 2011.181 They also stated that this growth has created benefits that spread outside of Alberta 

and across Canada. This includes growth in manufacturing, finance, and employment.182 

According to industry lobby groups, outside of Alberta, between 2010 and 2035, the oil sands 

will have generated $63 billion dollars for Ontario and $28 billion dollars for British 
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Colombia.183 It will also contribute $14 billion for Québec, $5 billion for Saskatchewan, and $4 

billion for Manitoba.184 Industry lobbies promoted a strong economic incentive to extract natural 

resources as the benefits were weighed against the environmental costs. These numbers show the 

economic benefits spread across provinces, while certain provinces would be more responsible 

for the burden of economic costs in environmental protection. In 2015, with the fall in oil prices, 

the industry revenue was around $90 billion down from $148 billion in 2014.185  

In opposition to the business coalitions, fighting for the ratification of the Kyoto Protocol 

was a coalition of environmental organizations. These organizations included the Sierra Club of 

Canada, the David Suzuki Foundation and the Pembina Institute.186 Harrison noted that the 

environmental organizations were very influential but “their resources and access paled in 

comparison to those of their opponents in the business community.”187 The business community 

and their allies have more resources to invest in lobbying government directly, while 

environmental organizations had to resort to influencing public opinion.  

Despite the concern from the business sector, the Kyoto Protocol was ratified as a result of 

pressures from environmental groups, public opinion, and parliament as a political institution. 

The government ultimately had the agency to choose the direction of policy it wanted to take but 

had to consider domestic influences. Conflict between federal departments and domestic 
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constituents provide the parameters for acceptable policy formulation. Federal departments 

disagree on the policy direction based on mandate and interests, as do domestic organizations 

and institutions. This influences government decision-making and the approach government 

takes in addressing climate change. The different influences these domestic constituents had on 

the Canadian government created the parameters for climate change policy. During the Chrétien 

government, this was the negotiation and ratification of the Kyoto Protocol and during the 

Harper government, this was the withdrawal from Kyoto and a domestic approach to climate 

change policy. This is demonstrated with the conflict between business and environmental 

interests. Although the Kyoto Protocol was ratified, the oil and gas industry continued to lobby 

the government and negotiate the terms of the implementation of the protocol.188 If business 

interests could not stop the Protocol from being ratified, they could influence how it was going to 

be implemented, thereby protecting their economic interests. When business and environmental 

interests clash, the government must often compromise and choose a policy that takes some of 

the concerns from both sides into consideration. In this regard, the Chrétien government 

appeared to have placated the environmental groups by ratifying the Kyoto Protocol, but allowed 

business groups to have some flexibility by failing to provide information on implementation. 

Therefore, the environmental groups had the benefit of Canada’s ratification of the Kyoto 

Protocol, and business groups had benefit of business-as-usual without any implementation.  

Both the Chrétien and Harper governments tried to illustrate the mutual dependency of the 

economy and the environment through the exploitation of natural resources. In order to placate 

the interests of business groups and environmental organizations, the Chrétien and Harper 
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governments leaned towards business interests, while continuing a voluntary environmental 

approach. Additionally, both the Chrétien and Harper governments made significant cuts towards 

environmental regulation and spending, although the Harper government made much more 

drastic cuts. As a result of such cuts, the Chrétien government could not meet the commitments 

of the Kyoto Protocol.189  

For the Harper government, the balance between economic and environmental interests 

always leaned toward the economic. Harper has a background in economics and has always 

maintained the importance of a strong economy.  The Harper government framed the 

significance of climate change in relation to the economy and how it would affect business 

interests. Further, the Harper government took this domestic approach after observing the 

criticisms that the Chrétien government faced in regards to the Kyoto protocol. As most business 

associations and organizations criticized the Chrétien government for rushing into the Kyoto 

Protocol and not attempting to implement a made-in-Canada policy,190 the Harper government 

sought to adopt a made-in-Canada approach that would allow for more input from the business 

coalitions and organizations to mitigate climate change while not harming their businesses. The 

omnibus budget bill passed in 2012 was entitled the “Jobs, Growth, and Long Term Prosperity 

Act”, which gutted or openly circumscribed multiple pieces of environmental legislation, clearly 

indicates the importance the government placed on the economy and economic growth.  

The Act included a number of cuts to environmental regulation, conservation and 

assessment including cuts and changes to the Environmental Assessment Act, Species at Risk 
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Act, Fisheries Act, National Energy Board Act, and Navigable Waters Act.191 The omnibus bill 

also saw the withdrawal of Canada from the Kyoto Protocol and the cessation of the National 

Roundtable on the Environment and Economy (NRTEE),192 which was an independent agency 

that advised the Canadian government on sustainable development and environmental issues 

since 1993. Finally, the Act reduced public participation in environmental assessment. This 

meant that assessments moved away from independent and impartial boards to the Prime 

Minister’s Office.193 Ultimately, this meant that the Prime Minister and the Government of 

Canada had more input into the environmental assessment of projects and therefore more control 

over the project and the reasonable limits of the impacts the projects would have on the 

environment. This means that there was a consolidation of power to the Prime Minister and 

Government, rather than the wider public. This consolidation can hurt the democratic process of 

environmental assessment by having less input from outside sources.     

According to the organizational model, the provinces also provide a constraint on the policy 

making process. As mentioned earlier, the provinces hold the responsibility of implementing 

environmental policy. The relationship between the federal government, the Prime Minister and 

the provinces is important in the policy process. First Ministers Conferences are held with all the 

provincial premiers and the Prime Minister. Between 1993 and 2003, the Chrétien Government 

held 7 conferences that discussed the economy, jobs, healthcare, climate change and cooperation 

between the levels of government. In comparison, Harper has held only 2 conferences to discuss 
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the economy (2008 and 2009),194 while Brian Mulroney held 14 between 1985 and 1992, and 

Pierre Trudeau held 23 conferences during his time as Prime Minister.195 Furthermore, under the 

Harper government, there has been a growing rift between the provinces and the federal 

government. As of the 2015 federal election, there were only two conservative premiers, Paul 

Davis of Newfoundland and Labrador, and Christy Clark in British Columbia. It is speculated 

that the Harper government was not holding first ministers conferences, nor accepting invitations 

to meetings between the premiers, because there was a fear that the federal government and the 

prime minister would be ganged up against by the provincial leaders, and that the premiers 

would just ask for more money.196 It would have been much harder for Harper to control the 

group of premiers and this creates difficulty in implementing any sort of environmental policy. 

As environmental policy requires cooperation between all levels of government, any 

disagreement between the levels makes implementation difficult. If the federal government 

disagrees with the provinces’ implementation, the federal government might not meet its 

international obligations. Both levels of government influence the other’s ability to make policy 

decisions and therefore both must work together in order to negotiate and implement pragmatic 

environmental policy. This cooperation did not happen with the Harper government, and 

therefore, the provinces were responsible for implementing their own environmental policies and 

regulations.       
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The Canadian Energy Strategy is the provinces’ attempt at implementing an environmental 

and sustainable energy policy.197 The provinces have been negotiating the details of the 

agreements since 2012, without the federal government. It is a strategy to sustainably develop 

and distribute oil from Alberta, while protecting the environment.198 Among its objectives, the 

Canadian Energy Strategy seeks to strengthen the Canadian economy, create jobs, address 

climate change, reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and promote a competitive economy through 

investment in technology “that can contribute to the breadth of Canada’s energy and 

environmental opportunities and responsibilities.”199 These objectives illustrate the line between 

promoting the economy and mitigating climate change. The sustainable development of 

Canada’s oil and gas sectors would allow these sectors to prosper and create jobs, while 

protecting the environment from undue harm. The provinces can implement strong 

environmental policies that address the respective provinces’ specific needs. For example, 

Alberta and Saskatchewan address the environmental impact of the oil and gas industries, British 

Colombia addresses the environmental impact of the logging industry, and Ontario addresses the 

impact of manufacturing.  

The Canadian Energy Strategy shows that by implementing its own environmental policy, 

the provinces can push the federal government into responding. The Justin Trudeau government 

has attempted to build a working relationship with the provinces to mitigate climate change. His 
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approach is to build upon the work that that the provinces have done.200 This acknowledges the 

important role the provinces play in implementing climate change policy, and the unique 

challenges that face each province. The Chrétien government chose to ratify the Kyoto Protocol 

while not having a plan for the provinces and implementation. The Harper government chose to 

focus on a voluntary domestic approach that largely did not involve cooperation with the 

provinces. For the most part, the provinces do not need the Canadian government to act on 

policy, they can implement their own, but the Canadian government does need the provinces in 

order to implement any nationwide policy, and to meet any international agreement. Under the 

Harper government it was up to the provinces to initiate climate change policy within their 

borders. The relationship between the federal government and the provinces serves to 

demonstrate the power that domestic politics have over government decision-making. Compared 

with the United States, the Canadian federal government has much more centralized power, and 

therefore, has greater ability to negotiate and ratify international agreements. In the United 

States, individual states have the ability to veto ratification, whereas the provinces do not. The 

Canadian provinces influence the federal government at the implementation of an environmental 

policy.201 The Canadian government can negotiate and ratify any agreement, yet the provinces 

hold the power of implementation. It is at this point in the policy process that the provinces can 

greatly influence the federal government’s policy approach. Domestic organizations can put 

pressure on the federal government by negotiating and bargaining with the federal government, 

but ultimately it is the federal government that makes the final policy decisions.   
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3.4 Governmental Politics Model 

The governmental politics model looks at foreign policy output not only as the weighing of 

costs and benefits or as the collective goals of state organizations, but also as bargaining games. 

The players within these bargaining games will act according to “various conceptions of 

national, organizational, and personal goals; players who make government decisions not by a 

single, rational choice but by the pulling and hauling that is politics.”202 Allison and Zelikow 

argue that to understand a government’s decision on a particular policy approach, “it is necessary 

to identify the games and players, to display the coalitions, bargains, and compromises, and to 

convey some feel for the confusion.”203 This means that domestic politics and bargaining 

influence the outcome of foreign policy initiatives. The core elements of the governmental 

politics model include the political players, what shapes the players’ positions, and the nature of 

the game. The ‘game’ is essentially the government’s ability to accommodate requests from 

domestic constituents and set the government’s agenda. This model of analysis can be applied to 

Canada’s climate change approach. The major individual players in climate change negotiations 

are the prime minister, departmental ministers and the provincial premiers. Their goals, 

perceptions, interests, and priorities are all shaped by the domestic political environment. Each 

individual belongs to a number of different organizations and affiliations. As stated earlier, some 

of these may have competing values and interests. Therefore, the individual’s decisions can be 

influenced by the organizations to which they belong.   

In the case of climate change policy in Canada, the individual players are the prime minister 

and the environment minister, who each play an integral part of the decision making process and 
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influence the direction Canada will take with climate change policy. Their positions on policy 

initiatives are influenced by their priorities, goals, interests, stakes and deadlines. These 

priorities, goals and interests are influenced in turn by domestic politics, more specifically the 

public, interests groups, government and nongovernmental organizations, and municipal 

governments. To navigate through these various influences involves some political bargaining. 

This section will discuss the individual positions of Prime Ministers Chrétien and Harper on the 

economy and environmental policy. It will then look at the rules of this bargaining game and 

how it is played out among the various individuals and organizations including government 

agencies and non-governmental organizations (NGO’s). Finally, it will expand on how 

federalism affects this bargaining.  

The Chrétien government’s climate change policy involved the pursuit of international 

consensus. Chrétien was concerned with Canada’s role as an international leader in climate 

change policy. Staying in the Kyoto negotiations, even as the United States withdrew and 

knowing that Canada could not possibly meet the reduction requirements, was viewed as giving 

the Chrétien government more bargaining power within the international community and ensure 

that the outcome of the negotiations were in Canada’s favour.204 As Alberta feared that they 

would bear an unreasonable amount of the costs associated with reducing emissions, it is 

reasonable to suggest that Harper’s decision to withdraw from the Kyoto Protocol was 

influenced, at least in part, by his history in Alberta and his greater personal connection to the 

economy there. In 2002, the Alberta government launched a $1.5 million publicity campaign to 
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show their opposition to the Kyoto Protocol.205  Then Manitoba Premier Gary Doer was quoted 

as saying “we’re going to have David versus Goliath in this debate. We’re going to have the 

people of Canada who want this accord, who want to take action on climate change, being David 

and Goliath is obviously Alberta with its money and its resources.”206 Nevertheless, at the time 

of the Kyoto negotiations, the Chrétien government stated that it would pursue climate change 

policy as long as it did not create an economic burden for Alberta.207 

Much of the political bargaining is done within cabinet, whereas parliament provides the 

forum for debating and discussing policy. Parliament also provides the opportunity for 

opposition parties to question the government on policy and its intentions. For ratification of the 

Kyoto Protocol to occur there was bargaining within the cabinet and parliament. Concerns on the 

process of ratification and implementation are voiced within parliament but ultimately it is up to 

the cabinet to ratify the agreement. During the parliamentary discussion of the Kyoto Protocol, 

the Canadian Alliance (precursor to the modern Conservative Party), led by Stephen Harper, 

vocalized opposition to Chrétien’s policy. On November 25, 2002, Harper criticized the Chrétien 

government and stated that before the Kyoto Protocol was ratified, there should be a specific 

implementation plan. Harper said that the “government admitted that it had no idea how the 

accord would be implemented.”208 He argued that the Kyoto Protocol was Chrétien’s “sad hunt 
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for a legacy.”209 Without an implementation plan, the government did not know how much the 

Kyoto Protocol would cost, nor did they know whether or not the requirements could be met.  

However, at the time of the Kyoto ratification, the Chrétien Liberals formed a majority 

government. This meant that any bargaining between the Liberal government and the opposition 

parties or interests groups was in the former’s favour. Chrétien’s bargaining power was also 

increased by the knowledge that he was to retire soon. Therefore, he had less incentive to 

negotiate with the other parties, as he would not be Prime Minister much longer. Chrétien could 

also pass on the responsibility for determining the nature of the implementation of the Kyoto 

Protocol to the next prime minister and governing party. They would be the ones charged with 

finding a way to implement the agreement so that they could meet the international requirements 

and show the international community its commitment to mitigating climate change. In this way, 

Chrétien could show his support for environmental regulation and the mitigation of climate 

change, while not upsetting business coalitions and opponents of the Kyoto Protocol with the 

costs of implementation. The majority of the Liberal Party caucus supported Paul Martin as 

Chrétien’s successor and did not want to face another election with Chrétien as leader.  

On December 10, 2002, with majority support in parliament, a vote was passed calling on 

the cabinet to ratify the Kyoto Protocol.210 With Chrétien’s imminent retirement, many argued, 

including the opposition, that the Kyoto Protocol was part of his legacy as Prime Minister.211 

Therefore, Chrétien moved forward with the ratification despite knowledge of the economic 
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costs and the faint possibility of meeting the reduction targets.212 He could ratify the Kyoto 

Protocol to cement his legacy as a champion for environmental protection while passing on the 

costs of implementation to the subsequent government. Another aspect that influenced Chrétien’s 

bargaining position was the fact that he was from Québec. Québec is an important province for 

the Liberal Party and Chrétien. The rise of the Parti Québécois and the 1995 separatist 

referendum threatened the Chrétien government as the Prime Minister was very vocal against the 

separation movement in Québec.213 The Kyoto negotiations played an integral part in the 

Chrétien government winning back the support of Québec. Throughout the Kyoto negotiations, 

Québec and Manitoba were the only provinces to show support. Hydroelectricity is an important 

commodity in those provinces and implementing the Kyoto Protocol would increase not only the 

importance of hydroelectricity within the provinces but also the provinces within the country.214 

Québec and Manitoba would become more important through their export of hydroelectricity to 

other provinces as the energy sector starts to rely on it more. Therefore, these provinces had an 

economic interest in pursuing the protocol.  

The Harper government also faced a much different parliament than did the Chrétien 

government, as Harper won the 2006 federal election and formed a minority government. 

Chrétien won the 1997 federal election with 51 percent of the seats (155 out of a possible 

301).215 At the time of the ratification of the Kyoto Protocol in 2002, Chrétien held 172 out of 
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301 (57 percent) seats.216 This represents a strong majority. When Harper was elected in 2006, 

the Conservative Party of Canada won 40 percent of the seats (124 of 308 seats).217 It was not 

until 2011 that Harper won a majority with 53 percent (166 of 308 seats).218 In December 2011, 

the Harper government withdrew from the Kyoto Protocol. 

  Bargaining within parliament as a minority government is much different than with a 

majority, and the Harper government needed the support of the opposition parties in order to pass 

legislation. As stated, the Harper government won the 2006 election with 124 seats. The Liberal 

Party won 103, the Bloc Québécois won 53, the National Democratic Party won 29, and there 

was 1 independent.219 Therefore, the government had more constraints and influences on the 

formulation of policy. Any policy that the Harper government wanted to pass had to compromise 

with the opposition parties. At the time of election, the Harper government was opposed to 

Kyoto, and in the 2006 throne speech made no mention of climate change or environmental 

issues. There was only a brief mention of making a living off of natural resources and 

agriculture.220 This indicates that at the time of Harper’s election, the environment was not an 
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issue high on the government’s agenda; rather, stabilizing the economy was of primary 

importance.   

 Harrison states that “the Conservative government of Stephen Harper has faced pressure for 

action on climate change from a relatively unified opposition.”221 This unified opposition came 

from the support for the Kyoto Protocol from the Liberal Party, the National Democratic Party 

and the Bloc Québécois. In order to pass any environmental policy or legislation, the minority 

Conservative Party needed the support of some of the members of the other parties. The minority 

government, facing this opposition, was pressured into addressing climate change and climate 

change policy. Therefore, the domestic politics within parliament determined the approach the 

government would take in addressing climate change. Here, the Harper government faced 

growing pressure from the opposition.222 In order for the Harper government to pass legislation, 

and eventually form a majority government, the Conservative Party of Canada needed to win 

over Québec.223 The government knew that meeting the emission reductions agreed to with 

Kyoto was impossible, but with the pressure placed upon it, the government had to respond. The 

Harper government then pursued the aforementioned “made-in-Canada” approach to climate 

change policy outlined in its 2006 election platform. This allowed for the federal government to 

address climate change voluntarily, without concern for the targets set in the Kyoto Protocol.  

It is important to recognize the rules in the bargaining agreements and the constraints placed 

upon the players. These rules are related to the domestic determinants of Canada’s foreign policy 
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approaches. Allison and Zelikow explain that the rules for the bargaining game “stem from the 

Constitution, court interpretation, executive orders, conventions, and even culture.”224 The 

executive and the constitutional division of jurisdictions between the provinces and the federal 

government have an important impact on the formulation of climate change policy. The 

constitutional jurisdictions give the provinces a position to bargain with the federal government. 

The informal rules of the bargaining between organizations, politicians and the federal 

government and how this bargaining determines foreign policy approach are described in 

Putnam’s levels of analysis.   

3.5 Levels of Analysis 

Putnam’s levels of analysis theory provides a foundation upon which to understand how 

bargaining within domestic politics leads to foreign policy approaches. Putnam suggests that 

bargaining involves domestic groups and organizations pressuring the government, as well as 

politicians “constructing coalitions” among the groups that favour their policy approach. He 

states that “at the international level, national governments seek to maximize their own ability to 

satisfy domestic pressures.”225 Domestic level bargaining, as described by Allison and Zelikow, 

influences the government to pursue policy approaches in the national interest. Putnam describes 

the negotiation process within the two-levels; domestic and international. Both the levels of 

analysis theory and the organizational model break down the state into smaller organizations. 

The state is not seen as a unitary actor. However, the levels of analysis theory looks at how 

negotiations at both the domestic and international levels influence government decisions. This 
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also includes the formulation of foreign policy and the ability to implement international 

agreements domestically.  

Putnam argues that the win-set is determined by three domestic factors. The first is the 

“power, preference, and possible coalitions among ... constituents.”226 As illustrated with Allison 

and Zelikow’s organizational model, the constituents or organizations can determine the win-set 

of international negotiations. The organization’s influence is dependent on how large the 

organization is, the scope of its mandate and a number of other factors such as public opinion. 

These factors influence how much clout the organization has in government policy formulation. 

When organizations’ interests conflict with each other, the win-set becomes smaller; that is, the 

various constituents cannot agree on the parameters of the policy. Putnam also states that the 

politicization of the policy issue can also affect the win-set and the parameters of the agreement. 

He argues that “politicization often activates groups who are less worried about the costs of no-

agreement, thus reducing the effective win-set.”227 This has to do with the polarization of certain 

political issues. Climate change and the Kyoto Protocol have been greatly politicized and many 

groups, organizations and constituents are active in the negotiation process. This is because 

many groups are invested in the extraction of natural resources or in the mitigation of climate 

change. The outcome is that the various constituents can demand more in the negotiation 

process. The domestic constituents228 were vocal in their opposition and support for the protocol 

and therefore the win-set that the federal government had to work with in international 
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negotiations was greatly reduced. This highly politicized issue created some intense debates and 

domestic constituents formulated many opinions. The opinions on climate change and the Kyoto 

Protocol were divisive and therefore domestic constituents were less likely to compromise their 

position. This made it difficult for governments to create and implement an environmental policy 

within the constricted win-sets. The government has less area to create an agreement that pleases 

both sides, as both sides are at odds and in disagreement as to what path the government should 

take.      

The second influence on the win-set is formed by political institutions such as parliament.229 

This can be seen in the negotiation of the Kyoto Protocol, and the Harper government’s “made-

in-Canada” approach to climate change. The Chrétien government held a majority government 

and, therefore, the win-set was much larger. Having the majority within parliament meant that 

the Chrétien government could have greater leverage in negotiating the agreement. The win-set 

of any agreement reached internationally would be larger and therefore more easily agreed upon 

domestically. On the other hand, the Harper government held a minority government when 

elected in 2006. This meant that despite a strong position against the Kyoto Protocol, the Harper 

government faced strong opposition and had to address climate change. It was not until 2011, 

when the Harper government gained a majority within parliament, that it could withdraw from 

the Kyoto Protocol. The Harper government needed a majority as the opposition parties (Liberal 

Party of Canada, the National Democratic Party and the Bloc Québécois) all supported the Kyoto 

Protocol.    
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Finally, the win-set can be determined by the strategies of the negotiators.230 This is similar 

to Allison and Zelikow’s governmental politics model. The governmental politics model focuses 

on the negotiation between political players. Their negotiation strategies can determine the 

parameters of the win-set and therefore the ability of the government to formulate and implement 

an effective policy. Putnam argues that the win-set can be influenced by side-payments and 

bargaining. This can be seen within climate change negotiations. Both the Chrétien and Harper 

governments pursued voluntary policy implementation, which attempted to mitigate the dispute 

between economic and environmental interests. Corporate groups could voluntarily implement 

the policy, while environmental groups still had some sort of environmental regulation. In 

theory, the voluntary approaches would help corporations with relief from existing regulations 

and taxes, improve stakeholder relations as mitigating climate change becomes a more important 

issue, as well as provide them with influence over the government in future policy 

negotiations.231 Organizations and corporations could show the government what programs they 

had in place to protect the environment, thereby increasing their negotiating power.  

There are a number of different types of voluntary environmental programs and policy in 

place within Canada. These programs can be either public, negotiated, or unilateral; the most 

common in Canada are negotiated and unilateral. Negotiated programs are created between 

organizations and corporations and the government. These programs, however, are not the most 

effective as firms believe that the costs outweigh the benefits and do not want to be subjected to 

government regulations.232 An example of a negotiated environmental program involves a 
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memorandum of understanding (MOU) between the federal government, the Ontario provincial 

government and automotive manufacturers. The MOU was an agreement negotiated between the 

federal Minister of the Environment, the Ontario Minister of the Environment, the president of 

the Canadian Vehicle Manufacturers’ Association, Ford Motor Company of Canada, General 

Motors of Canada, and DaimlerChrysler Canada.233 These groups agreed that they would 

voluntarily reduce pollution in their manufacturing, minimize waste and become more 

environmentally conscious in their day-to-day operations. Unilateral agreements, created and 

implemented by the organizations on their own, have proven to be the most common type of 

voluntary program. They are more flexible, require less oversight and are cost effective.234 There 

is debate as to whether or not this type of voluntary environmental program is effective as there 

is a lack of public data, therefore it is unknown if these programs really work.235   

Both the Chrétien and Harper governments recognized the importance of reconciling 

economic development with environmental protection and sustainability. In an attempt to 

appease both environmental groups and other industrial groups, the Chrétien Liberal Party’s 

1993 platform, Creating Opportunity: The Liberal Plan for Canada, also known as the Red 

Book, put a focus on the greening of industries.236 This illustrates the position that the 

government occupies as interest groups push to have their interests heard in government and the 

extent to which policies that the government pursues benefit their interests. The Red Book stated 
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that “sustainable development – integrating economic with environmental goals – fits in the 

liberal tradition of social investment as sound economic policy.”237 Furthermore, “the national 

environmental agenda can no longer be separated from the national economic agenda.”238 The 

Harper government made very similar statements in the 2008 Federal Sustainable Development 

Act. This act stated that “the Government of Canada accepts the basic principle that sustainable 

development is based on an ecologically efficient use of natural, social and economic resources 

and acknowledges the need to integrate environmental, economic and social factors in the 

making of all decisions by government.”239 This quote illustrates the close relationship that the 

environment, economy and society had under the Harper government. Society has an interest in 

both growing the economy while mitigating the effects of climate change. As stated, the effects 

of climate change can influence the areas of health, economic well-being, and other aspects of 

Canadian life. According to the Harper government, there is a balance between the three areas. 

An environmental policy must be in the national interest and maintain societal expectations, 

while not damaging the economy and the environment. Once again, the government reserves the 

right to formulate a policy that will work within the domestic constraints, influenced by the 

economy, the environment and society.    

The Conservatives’ Federal Sustainable Development Strategy (FSDS) is required by the 

Federal Sustainable Development Act to create a strategy every three years. This strategy 

outlines how the government has progressed in achieving the goals of the previous three years 

and what goals it intends to achieve in the next three years. The aim of the FSDS was to create 
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more government transparency on how the government is “addressing climate change, and air 

quality, maintaining water quality and availability, protecting nature and Canadians, and 

shrinking the environmental footprint.”240 The FSDS defines sustainable development as 

“development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future 

generations to meet their own needs.”241 There are a few key components within the FSDS that 

illustrates how the Harper government intends to address climate change policy. The strategy 

stresses a voluntary and individual approach to climate change mitigation. This allows the 

private sector to innovate and make environmental decisions. The FSDS also notes that the 

environmental targets must be “relevant” and tied to government priorities and its mandate.242 

This means that ultimately the government decides what policy is in line with its agenda and its 

interpretation of the national interest. The FSDS illustrates the voluntary programs that the 

Harper government implemented. The act was the outcome of domestic bargaining and pressures 

from constituents on both sides of the environmental debate. The Harper government viewed that 

the FSDS, as a made-in-Canada approach, was in the best interest of the nation and more 

effective than the international Kyoto Protocol.  

 In contrast with the FSDS, the Liberal Party’s Red Book is not mandated by any 

government act; rather, the Red Book is a party platform that sought to get the party elected to 

form government. Therefore, the section on sustainable development and the environment is very 

brief and vague. The Red Book does acknowledge that the environmental agenda can no longer 
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be separated from the economic agenda.243 The FSDS notes that part of the solution to the 

environmental/economic issue facing Canada is separating greenhouse gas emissions from the 

economy.244 This will allow the economy to grow while not increasing greenhouse gas 

emissions. The FSDS stated that Canada is moving towards this separation as greenhouse gas 

emissions have decreased while the economy has increased.245 This separation will also mean 

that constituent groups that represent the economy and the environment will less likely be at 

odds.  

 Both the Liberal Red Book and the Conservative FSDS acknowledge the important role 

that government plays in adopting and implementing climate change policy. The Red Book is 

focused more on the federal government and regulating itself than mitigating climate change 

across Canada. The FSDS also describes how it intends to do so over the next three years. It 

argues that the federal government must lead by example so that provinces, municipalities, 

individuals and organizations can follow.246 

 The FSDS is an example of how the federal government responds to the pressures of 

domestic politics and domestic constituents. The government acknowledges that both the 

economy and the environment are important to Canada and that they are linked. The FSDS 

responds to the domestic pressures that push for more environmental regulation and policy by 

showing how the government is working with domestic constituents to address climate change 
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across Canada. It also indicates the importance of businesses and the economy. The FSDS also 

describes how the government will work with Indigenous groups to conserve and protect the 

environment. Indigenous groups play an important and unique role in climate change policy 

formulation and implementation. The location of indigenous communities increases their 

vulnerability to the effects of climate change. This, combined with a general lack of political and 

economic clout to address the issues that they face, makes climate change a challenge.247 

Indigenous groups also have a unique connection with nature.248 Of course many Indigenous 

groups have an economic interest in resource extraction and development and therefore 

Indigenous groups cannot be generalized into one single group.249 Klein states the idea that 

“many Indigenous people would view the extractive industries as their best of a series of bad 

option should not be surprising.”250 In order to create economic opportunity among Indigenous 

groups, many will turn to mining and oil companies.251 Much like the state is made up of 

different institution, organizations and domestic constituents, Indigenous people are made up of 

many different positions, ideologies, and interests. The vulnerability that Indigenous groups face 

in regards to climate change often concerns stereotypical indigenous activities, such as hunting 

and fishing.252 That being said, various governments and organizations still need to work with 

                                                           
247 Abate, Randall S. and Elizabeth Ann Kronk “Commonality among Unique Indigenous Communities: An 

Introduction to Climate Change and its Impacts on Indigenous Peoples” in Climate Change and Indigenous Peoples: 

The Search for Legal Remedies, ed. Randall S. Abate and Elizabeth Ann Kronk. (Northampton, Mass.: Edward 

Elgar Publishing, 2013) 4.    

248 Ibid.  
 
249 See Cameron “Securing Indigenous Politics: A critique of the vulnerability and adaptation approach the human 

dimensions of climate change in the Canadian arctic” (2012)  

250 Klein, This Changes Everything, 386. 
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Indigenous groups to utilize their unique position to both formulate and implement effective 

environmental policy. The FSDS acknowledges this and outlines the importance of both the 

economy and the environment, and the relationship between government and domestic 

constituents in mitigating the effects of climate change and environmental destruction.     

 The constituents, political institutions and political bargaining all show how domestic 

politics influences the federal government’s approach to climate change policy. Allison and 

Zelikow’s rational actor model, organizational model and governmental politics model provide a 

foundation to understanding the impact of domestic politics. Putnam’s levels of analysis expands 

on the governmental politics model to describe how domestic bargaining can determine the 

outcome of foreign policy. The government holds the final decision-making ability within the 

parameters that are set by domestic politics.     

 3.6 Conclusion  

The formulation of climate change policy in Canada is influenced by domestic politics. The 

three models serve as the framework to analyze the impact of domestic politics on foreign policy 

approaches through governmental decision-making. The organizational model and the 

governmental politics model illustrate how domestic politics can determine the implementation 

and formulation of environmental policy. The rational actor model is the outcome of the 

bargaining and negotiation between domestic constituents. The outcome is shown in the policy 

direction the government takes. What is in the national interest and what goals the state pursues 

are influenced by domestic politics.  The formation of these goals and interests are determined by 
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utilizing cost-benefit analysis and choosing the option that maximizes the benefits while 

minimizing the costs.  

Putnam’s levels of analysis furthers the examination by illustrating how bargaining among 

domestic constituents and the federal government creates acceptable parameters for policy 

formulation and implementation. Allison and Zelikow’s theories are tied closely to Putnam’s 

theory. Climate change and environmental policy are an interesting case study for the ability of 

the government to formulate and implement policy. Many domestic constituents and 

organizations have an interest in determining the government’s decisions on environmental 

policy. The relationship the environment has with the economy in Canada means that any 

environmental policy has an impact on the economic growth of the state. Analysing the Chrétien 

and Harper governments with the different theories allows for greater understanding of how the 

government can arrive at different positions on environmental policy. The Chrétien government 

had a more stable economy, public support for the Kyoto Protocol and environmental protection, 

as well as a political climate that allowed for the ratification of the Kyoto Protocol without any 

implementation. The Chrétien government was is a good position to bargain with both 

environmental and business coalitions to achieve its goals.  

The Harper government was elected at a time of economic uncertainty therefore, the focus 

was moved away from environmental protection toward economic growth. While the Chrétien 

government only needed to worry about the ratification of the Kyoto Protocol, the Harper 

government inherited the implementation of the agreement and the economic costs associated 

with it. Business coalitions had a much more convincing argument for abandoning the Kyoto 

Protocol in favor of a made-in-Canada approach. The provinces were also charged with a 
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growing interest in the implementation of the Kyoto Protocol as implementation of 

environmental agreements is the responsibility of the provinces.  

Applying Allison and Zelikow’s and Putnam’s theories to the formulation and 

implementation of climate change policy allows for insight on the influences behind government 

decision-making. Environmental policy is a very contentious and politicized issue that has many 

vested interests and affects many individuals and organizations. Therefore, the government faces 

lots of pressures and influences. As illustrated, domestic politics influences government 

decision-making, thereby influencing the government’s direction and policy choices. The 

concluding chapter will discuss the importance of analyzing the influence of government 

decision-making and what can be learned from looking at the various domestic influences.   
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Chapter 4 

 Conclusion 

4.1 Introduction  

This chapter will discuss the findings of the research. It will look at the how the various 

approaches all supported the theory that policy is largely determined by domestic politics. The 

chapter discusses the theoretical and policy implications of this study, which present a wider 

understanding of policy construction and governmental decision-making in the international 

sphere. It further illustrates that, domestic constituents, such as organizations, institutions, 

interest groups, and individuals, play a large role in influencing government decision-making. 

While the government has the ability to choose policy approach and direction, it is domestic 

politics that constrain this ability. Finally, the chapter will discuss the limitations of the study and 

propose areas for further research.   

The thesis sought to examine the extent to which domestic politics influences foreign policy 

initiatives as well as the forces behind domestic pressure. Through the rational actor model and 

cost-benefit analysis, the findings concluded that the government’s interpretation of the national 

interest is the greatest determinant of its approach to climate change. Within the state, different 

organizations, institutions and departments seek to influence government to achieve their goals 

and influence what the government views as in the national interest. Through their mandates, 

goals, and political influence, they can determine the parameters of policy and affect policy 

implementation. Another critical determinant is the bargaining between political players and 

decision makers. Through Allison and Zelikow’s governmental politics model and Putnam’s 

levels of analysis, the bargaining between political players was illustrated, showing that the 
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approach to foreign policy and the agreeable parameters of international negotiation was 

determined by domestic bargaining.  

4.2 Findings  

The thesis demonstrated that the formulation of climate change policy can be better 

understood by examining domestic politics. Despite a similar voluntary approach to the 

implementation of environmental policies, both the Chrétien and Harper governments faced 

different domestic circumstances. Domestic politics influenced how the governments interpreted 

the national interest and in turn how they formed policy. Domestic politics placed parameters on 

what was considered an acceptable policy.  

The differences in policy approaches came from facing different political climates within 

Canada. The Chrétien government saw Canada as an international leader on climate change; 

therefore, this government participated in the Kyoto negotiations. Chrétien also had a majority in 

parliament, which increased Chrétien’s ability to negotiate and implement policies. On the other 

hand, the Harper government was a minority when first elected and had less influence in 

negotiating in parliament. The Harper government needed to cooperate with the opposition 

parties to reach its goals. Additionally, the economy of the Chrétien era was much stronger than 

that of Harper’s. The Harper government faced economic recessions which placed more 

importance on the economy than the environment. Finally, both the Chrétien and the Harper 

governments had differing relationships with business coalitions, personal opinions and 

leadership styles that produced different policy approaches.     

The research presented highlights influences on government decision-making and the impact 

of domestic politics on policy formulation. The strength in the research lies in the ability to draw 
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comparisons between different governments with regards to their different responses to domestic 

influences. This comparative approach has demonstrated that domestic politics plays a critical 

role in influencing the government. Political institutions, coalitions, organization, individuals, 

and provincial governments all have an interest in the environment, environmental policy and 

implementation. The amount of influence that they hold over the federal government is limited to 

shaping what Putnam calls the win-set. The stronger and more influential these organizations and 

individuals are, the more impact they have on the parameters of the policy. Nevertheless, as 

stated, the federal government makes its own policy decisions within these set parameters.   

The analysis presented on environmental policy can be applied to other policy areas. Since 

most government decisions are influenced by domestic constituents, any policy decision can be 

analyzed by following Allison and Zelikow’s models to look at how domestic politics influences 

the ability the government has in formulating and implementing policy.  

One limitation of this approach is that there are various domestic influences that are not well 

documented. For example, as much as the cabinet is responsible for negotiating policy, it is hard 

to know exactly what goes on behind the closed doors. As illustrated, the government has the 

ability to choose the course of action on a given issue. Therefore, the outcome of government 

decision-making cannot be guaranteed. There might be some cases in which the government 

formulates policy in contradiction to majority of domestic constituents want or what is in the 

national interest as a result of determinants that are not visible in the records.  

The influences of choice are not commonly documented and therefore, there are some 

limitations in the methodology and available resources. There are a few primary and secondary 

sources that would have provided a greater understanding on the weight of the influences and 
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therefore the decisions that were made. Without direct access to the decision makers, both 

Chrétien and Harper, Cabinet ministers, and various interest groups, the thesis relied on other 

secondary resources to examine domestic influences. Party platforms, speeches and 

environmental policy provide insight into how the government views the issue of climate change, 

and what direction they intend to take. These resources are vague and rarely provide concrete 

decisions on to how the government will respond. This is on purpose. Providing vague 

statements in order to give the government a wider win-set. The lack of documentation on what 

constituents directly influenced the government, and how the government weighed these options, 

limited the available primary and secondary sources.  

There are also limitations in using the rational actor model in analysing government decision 

making. One such limitation is that, as previously mentioned, the state does not always act 

rationally. There are times in which the state will act in contrast to public opinion and the 

national interest for various reasons. A less than ideal option might be acceptable to the state, 

even though there are other benefit maximizing options. This might be the case in situations in 

which the state does not have all the necessary information, or the information given is weighted 

poorly. An example of this can be seen in the climate change debate, in which media outlets in 

an attempt to create balanced reporting, misinformed the public on the scientific consensus on 

man-made climate change. The debate on human influenced appeared more contentious in the 

scientific community than it actually was. Another example is lobbying the government. As 

mentioned, oil and gas advocates lobby the government much more frequently than 

environmental organizations. This could possibly indicate that the information the government 

gets is not balanced and that they do not have all the information. Without all the information 

available, it is impossible to arrive at a fully rational choice. 
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 Furthermore, the rational actor relies on cost-benefit analysis while limiting other 

influences, such as ideology and psychological influences. The rational actor model shows us 

how an actor chooses an option, but fails to indicate how and why some options were rejected 

and others were accepted. These influences are hard to measure and analysing the rational actor 

through the framework of economics provides a clearer image of the sources of influence. 

Also, the research presented is limited to Canada. Other states have various unique domestic 

structures that will influence the government differently. For example, democratic state will be 

influenced differently than a nondemocratic state. Likewise, a presidential and parliamentary 

system might operate differently. A good example of a region in which this research would 

produce different results is Europe. The European Union can influence the policy approaches and 

implementation of such policies, just as domestic politics can. The resulting analysis of this 

influence might have differing conclusions to the one presented here.     

4.3 Theoretical and Policy Implications  

Allison and Zelkow’s models, as well as Putnam’s levels of analysis theory, can be used to 

explain other foreign policy approaches, such as security, trade, and economic development. 

Canadian climate change policy was chosen as it represents a point of contention within 

domestic politics and many groups and individuals have an interest in influencing the policy 

approach of the government on this topic. The various approaches used within the study can also 

describe the inconsistencies of the governments’ policy approaches. For example, while the 

Chrétien government saw the ratification of the Kyoto Protocol as in the national interest, as 

determined by various domestic constituents, the Harper government did not. Instead, the Harper 
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government was inclined to view climate change policy through an economic lens and therefore, 

pursue a more domestic approach. 

The analysis between the connection of policy formulation and domestic politics contributes 

to the wider understanding of what influences government decision-making. The research 

combines the levels of analysis theory to decision-making models in order to illustrate how the 

government arrives at decisions. The thesis adds to the body of research on both environmental 

policy and government decision-making. It further contributes to the understanding of how 

governments make decisions and therefore can be a good indicator of the direction other 

governments take and why.    

The research can generate further analysis of the areas of climate change and environmental 

policy, which have become a major political issue in recent years. Climate change as a political 

topic is fairly new and research involving the climate sciences and the effects of climate change 

continue to advance. Therefore, governments need to continually adapt to new information. If the 

effects of climate change are not mitigated, the issue will become much broader and involve 

much more of the government’s time and money in addressing.  

Canada needs to consider the international influences when making decisions on climate 

change policy. The Justin Trudeau government has acknowledged this aspect of policy influence, 

while maintaining the importance of domestic influences. Since climate change policy requires 

an international, as well as a domestic approach, the priority should be on protecting the 

domestic environment. The Canadian government should pursue international agreements, and 

address climate change worldwide by focusing on the domestic policies. International 

agreements such as the Kyoto Protocol, are agreed upon internationally and then implemented by 
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individual states to suit their needs and unique situations. In considering the interest of domestic 

constituents, the Canadian government can build policies that do not hurt the economy and allow 

for companies and interest groups to pursue their own interests.     

4.4 Recommendation for Further Research    

The research can be applied to other aspects of foreign policy beyond climate change. 

Applying the rational actor model, organizational model, and governmental politics model to 

other international agreements would illuminate the role that domestic politics plays in 

determining their outcomes, as well as the various responses from states. Looking at other 

international agreements and the domestic determinants could potentially help in the prediction 

of foreign policy choices. Knowing what the domestic coalitions are and what organizations and 

interest groups are involved could help determine how the government views the agreement in 

terms of its national interest and in turn predict the choices that will be made. Taking into 

consideration the fact that issues such as climate change will require Canada to act on a global 

scale rather than succumbing to domestic pressures, further research is needed to indicate what 

will be needed to mitigate the effects of climate change.   

While this study has demonstrated the effects that domestic politics has on the formulation 

of Canadian climate change policy, there are a number of unanswered questions. Myers and Kent 

outline a few of these important issues that need to be addressed going forward in the 

formulation of climate change policy, including how to ensure that the government acts as a 

whole. This thesis outlined how different political actors, departments and organizations 

influence government decision-making. Further research would identify in more detail how these 

different domestic constituents bargain and formulate policy. Myers and Kent also state that 
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current climate change policy is too preoccupied with the short term. That is, for proper 

mitigation of climate change, there needs to be long-term commitment to agreements. Another 

common issue that would require further research is how to transition a government to act rather 

than react. Much of climate change policy is reactionary. It is important to pre-emptively address 

climate change issues in order to mitigate the problem. Finally, this thesis covered a number of 

domestic constituents and how they influence government decision-making, including the role of 

public opinion and the national interest. However, further research is needed on how the media 

influences both the public opinion and government decision-making. The media is an important 

tool for communication and setting government agendas. It should be further analyzed to see 

exactly how much influence it exerts.253  

Also, this thesis primarily looked at the domestic influences. The international level also can 

play a role in influencing the decisions of states. Particularly through agreement such as the 

North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), or supranational unions like the European 

Union. The international level has influence on government decision-making as well, and would 

be worth further examination.      

4.5 Conclusion 

Canada’s actions towards addressing climate change in the future will incorporate aspects 

of both the Chrétien and Harper governments. The government will have to consider Canada’s 

role as an international leader on climate change as well as one that protects the domestic 

economy. Moving forward, the Trudeau government wants Canada to be a leader in helping 
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developing countries mitigate climate change, build a sustainable economy, and work with the 

provinces, territories, cities, and indigenous groups.254 There is a general consensus among 

Canadians that climate change needs to be addressed and that the effects of climate change will 

impact their lives.255 The political climate that the Trudeau government faces is somewhat 

different from the Chrétien and Harper governments. Further research can show how the change 

in domestic politics influences the Trudeau government and all subsequent Canadian 

governments.  
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